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4.6 Biological Resources 
 
This section evaluates the potential impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative on biological 
resources. This evaluation includes an assessment of the direct, indirect, construction-related, 
long-term, and cumulative effects of the Moosa 100K Alternative on flora and fauna. The 
evaluation is based on the biological resources technical report prepared by Technology 
Associates International Corporation (TAIC, 2007), which is included as Appendix C to this 
EIR/EIS. 
 
4.6.1 Affected Environment 
 
4.6.1.1 Environmental Setting 
 
The following discussion describes the existing biological resources within the Moosa 100K 
study area. The study area is depicted in Figure 2.3-3 (Project Description) and includes the 
reservoir inundation area, the dam construction zone, the Moosa Creek pump station and 
relocated VCMWD North and South pump stations, and Moosa Pipeline corridor measuring 
approximately 1,000-feet-wide along Moosa Creek and 150-feet-wide along Old Castle Road. 
 
Literature Review, Field Surveys and Mapping 
 
Information about biological resources within the Moosa 100K study area was obtained from a 
search of sensitive species databases, a review of pertinent literature, and field reconnaissance 
surveys. The literature review included the same databases and literature sources as listed in 
Section 3.6.1.1 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS. 
 
Reconnaissance-level field surveys were conducted within selected portions of the study area in 
October 2006 to confirm biological conditions documented during the 1992-93 ESP surveys. No 
focused or protocol-level sensitive species surveys were performed. 
 
Jurisdictional wetland delineations were documented for the Moosa 100K study area in the 1996 
ESP EIR/EIS. Wetlands data obtained from the ESP were visually confirmed in the field where 
feasible by TAIC and approved by the Corps during the ESP EIS process. Areas not covered by 
the ESP wetlands delineations (mainly in the eastern portion of the study area) were 
characterized by wetlands-associated vegetation communities; Corps and CDFG jurisdictional 
wetlands were not determined. 
 
Existing and available data were overlaid onto a 200-scale (1" = 200') color aerial photograph, 
and field maps were produced. Data collected during the field reconnaissance surveys were 
verified by TAIC and the mapping adjusted as necessary. During vegetation mapping, incidental 
observations or evidence of sensitive plants and animals were recorded and mapped. 
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Flora and Fauna 
 
The Moosa 100K study area covers a wide range of ecosystems and vegetation communities. In 
this section, the term “vegetation communities” also includes several unvegetated features that 
are considered sensitive by the Corps and CDFG, such as open water/freshwater, unvegetated 
channel/lakeshore fringe, seasonal streambed, and perennial/seasonal pond. A high number of 
plant species typical of each vegetation community occurs in the study area, including a number 
of sensitive species such as southern tarplant (Centromadia parryi spp. Australis), summer holly 
(Comarostaphylos diversifolia var. diversifolia), and wart-stemmed ceanothus (Ceanothus 
verrucosus). 
 
Vegetation Communities 
 
Twenty vegetation communities have been mapped in the Moosa 100K study area (Figure 4.6-1). 
Table 4.6-1 shows the acreages of these vegetation communities, classified according to the 
Thomas Oberbauer modification of Holland Community Types (Holland, 1986; Oberbauer, 
2005). The primary vegetation community found on the slopes of Moosa Canyon and in the 
pipeline corridor is southern mixed chaparral. Scattered stands of coastal sage scrub also occur in 
these areas but comprise a smaller proportion of the vegetation. Although large stands of 
relatively high-quality native vegetation remain in the study area, they are somewhat fragmented 
due to moderate amounts of agricultural and some residential land uses. These activities have 
resulted in conversion of considerable portions of the native landscape to avocado groves and 
large private ranches, especially on the upper slopes of Moosa Canyon and along the 
northwestern portion of the pipeline corridor. A full description of each of the on-site vegetation 
communities is provided in Appendix C of this EIR/EIS. 
 
Sensitive Vegetation Communities and Habitats 
 
Refer to Section 3.6.1.1 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS for a 
definition of sensitive vegetation communities and habitats. Four upland vegetation communities 
(coastal sage scrub, valley needlegrass grassland, coast live oak woodland, and open Engelmann 
oak woodland) and all riparian and wetland communities within the Moosa 100K study area are 
considered sensitive vegetation communities. (Table 4.6-1). As stated in Section 3.6.1.1 
(Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS, chaparral, non-native 
grasslands, and eucalyptus woodlands are not identified by CDFG as rare natural communities, 
in addition they are not considered sensitive vegetation communities in this EIR/EIS because 
they are relatively abundant at both the local and regional scales and are well distributed 
throughout San Diego County. In addition, eucalyptus woodland is not native to Southern 
California, displaces natural vegetation communities, and some eucalyptus species tend to be 
invasive. 
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Table 4.6-1. Vegetation Communities within the Moosa 100K Study Area 
 

Vegetation Community(1) Acreage 
Riparian/Wetland Communities  
Open Water (reservoir)/Freshwater (13140)(2) 44.52(3) 
Unvegetated Channel/Lakeshore Fringe (13200)(2) 14.20 
Freshwater Marsh (52410)(2) 7.90 
Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest (61310)(2) 31.64 
Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest (61330)(2) 72.01 
Southern Sycamore-Alder Riparian Forest (62400)(2) 10.78 
Mule Fat Scrub (63310)(2) 0.83 
Southern Willow Scrub (63320)(2) 51.82 
Disturbed Wetland (11200)(2) 0.53 
Total Riparian/Wetland Communities 234.23 
Upland Communities  

Coastal Sage Scrub (32500)(2) 300.85 
Chaparral (37000)  1,180.29 
Coastal Sage-Chaparral Scrub (37G00) (2) 113.84 
Valley Needlegrass Grassland (42110)(2) 4.38 
Non-Native Grassland (42200)  141.12 
Coast Live Oak Woodland (71160)(2) 186.67 
Open Engelmann Oak Woodland (71181)(2) 10.87 
Eucalyptus Woodland (11100) 1.28 
Disturbed Area (11300) 79.10 
Agriculture (18000) 1,123.63 
Urban/Developed (12000) 348.55 
Total Upland Communities 3,490.58 
Total Vegetation Communities 3,724.81 
(1) Holland codes are given in parentheses. 
(2) Vegetation communities considered to be sensitive. 
(3) Includes 0.20 acre of perennial/seasonal pond. 

 
 
Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters and Unvegetated Waters of the U.S. 
 
Refer to Section 3.6.1.1 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS for a 
definition of Corps jurisdictional resources. The Corps-regulated wetlands/vegetated waters that 
occur within the Moosa 100K study area include the following six vegetation communities: 
coastal/valley freshwater marsh (“freshwater marsh”), southern coast live oak riparian forest, 
southern cottonwood willow riparian forest, mulefat scrub, southern willow scrub, and disturbed 
wetland. Categories of Corps-regulated unvegetated waters of the U.S. in the study area include 
open water (reservoir)/freshwater, lakeshore fringe, seasonal streambed, perennial/seasonal pond. 
Figure 4.6-2 shows the locations of Corps-regulated wetlands/vegetated waters and unvegetated 
waters of the U.S., and Table 4.6-2 lists the corresponding acreages within the Moosa 100K 
study area. 
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Table 4.6-2. Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters  and Unvegetated Waters of the U.S.  
within the Moosa 100K Study Area 

 
Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters and Unvegetated 
Waters of the U.S. Acreage 

Wetlands/Vegetated Waters  
Freshwater Marsh (52410) 6.35 
Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest (61310)  29.29 
Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest (61330)  44.34 
Mule Fat Scrub (63310)  0.77 
Southern Willow Scrub (63320)  35.24 
Disturbed Wetland  0.11 
Total Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters 116.10 
Unvegetated Waters of the U.S.  
Open Water (reservoir)/Freshwater (1) 44.32 
Lakeshore Fringe  2.38 
Seasonal Streambed(2) 11.82 
Perennial/Seasonal Pond  0.20 
Total Corps-Regulated Unvegetated Waters of the U.S. 58.72 
Total Corps-Jurisdictional Resources 174.82 
(1) Acreage calculated based on survey when reservoir was at 620 AMSL, which includes 

an estimated 20 acres of submerged aquatic vegetation. 
(2) This term is equivalent to “Unvegetated Channel” as defined by CDFG. Refer to 
Table 4.6-3. 

 
 
Turner Reservoir does not show evidence of frequent fluctuations in water level; therefore, there 
is potential for submerged aquatic vegetation to occur along the edge of the lake. During 2006 
field reconnaissance surveys, this vegetation community was not surveyed and quantified. For 
purposes of analysis, it is assumed that submerged aquatic vegetation occurs in Turner Reservoir; 
therefore, it is addressed herein in relation to its basic value as habitat for fish and aquatic 
species. The aquatic vegetation would typically consist of algae and perennial and annual 
vascular plants that would be rooted in Turner Reservoir’s submersed substrate. Submerged 
aquatic vegetation provides habitat and foraging opportunities for aquatic insects, fish, and other 
wildlife. 
 
CDFG-Defined Wetlands and Unvegetated Waters of the State 
 
Refer to Section 3.6.1.1 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS for a 
definition of CDFG jurisdictional resources. CDFG-defined wetlands in the Moosa 100K study 
area include freshwater marsh, southern coast live oak riparian forest, southern cottonwood-
willow riparian forest, southern sycamore-alder riparian woodland, mulefat scrub, southern 
willow scrub, and disturbed wetland. Categories of CDFG-regulated unvegetated waters of the 
State in the study area include open water (reservoir)/freshwater, lakeshore fringe, and 
unvegetated channel. Figure 4.6-2 shows the locations of CDFG jurisdictional resources, and 
Table 4.6-3 summarizes the CDFG-defined wetlands and unvegetated waters of the State within 
the study area. 
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Table 4.6-3. CDFG-Defined Wetlands and Unvegetated Waters of the State  

within the Moosa 100K Study Area 
 

CDFG Jurisdictional Resource Acreage 
Wetlands  
Freshwater Marsh (52410) 7.90 
Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest (61310)  31.64 
Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest (61330) 72.01 
Southern Sycamore-alder Riparian Woodland 10.78 
Mulefat Scrub (63310)  0.83 
Southern Willow Scrub (63320)  51.82 
Disturbed Wetland 0.53 
Total CDFG-Defined Wetlands 175.51 
Unvegetated Waters of the State  
Open Water (reservoir)/Freshwater  44.52(1) 
Lakeshore Fringe(2) 2.38 
Unvegetated Channel(2) 11.82 
Total CDFG-Regulated Unvegetated Waters of the State 58.72 
Total CDFG Jurisdictional Resources 234.23  
(1) Includes 0.20 acre of perennial/seasonal pond. 
(2) The CDFG uses “lakeshore fringe” and “unvegetated channel” as categories to describe 

jurisdictional resources. However, Oberbauer (2005) combines these into a single 
vegetation community called “unvegetated channel/lakeshore fringe” (Holland code 
13200). Refer to Table 4.6-1. 

 
Sensitive Species 
 
Refer to Section 3.6.1.1 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS for a 
definition of sensitive species. As discussed in Section 4.6.1.2 below, the Moosa 100K study 
area falls within the draft North County MSCP study area. The North County MSCP is currently 
being developed by the County of San Diego, and is intended to cover approximately 58 species. 
Table 4.6-4 lists the sensitive species that have been documented in the Moosa 100K study area. 
Refer to Appendix C of this EIR/EIS for a full description of each documented sensitive species 
and Figures 3-8 through 3-12 in Appendix C for their locations. 
 
Documented Sensitive Species 
 
Rare, Threatened, and Endangered Species (Listed Species) 
Three listed species, the federally threatened California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica 
californica), the state fully protected golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), and the federally and 
state endangered least Bell’s vireo (Vireo bellii pusillus), have been documented from the Moosa 
100K study area. During 1992/93 ESP surveys, the California gnatcatcher was not detected. 
However, there are three previously documented locations in the area of the Moosa pipeline, 
along Old Castle Road. These three locations include two occurrences on the east and west sides 
of I-15 and an occurrence further east along Old Castle Road. During the 2006 field 
reconnaissance surveys, one gnatcatcher was heard calling northeast of Turner Reservoir. 
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Table 4.6-4. Sensitive Species Documented from the Moosa 100K Study Area(1) 

 

Common Name(2) Species Name Status(3) 
Addressed by  
Draft MSCP(4) 

Plants    
Englemann Oak(5)  Quercus engelmannii --/SSC(6), List 4 Yes 
Fish’s Milkwort(5) Polygala cornuta ssp. fishiae --/SSC(6), List 4 No 
Mission Canyon Blue-cup(5) Githopsis diffusa ssp. filicaulis --/ SSC(6), List 1B No 
Southern Tarplant(5) Centromadia parryi spp. Australis --/ SSC(6), List 1B Yes 
Summer Holly(5) Comarostaphylos diversifolia var. diversifolia --/ SSC(6), List 1B Yes 
Wart-stemmed Ceanothus(5) Ceanothus verrucosus --/ SSC(6), List 2 Yes 
Reptiles    
Coast Horned Lizard(5) Phrynosoma coronatum blainvillei --/SSC Yes 
Coronado Island Skink(5) Eumeces skitonianus interparietalis --/SSC No 
Orange-throated Whiptail(5) Cnemidophorus hyperythrus  --/SSC Yes 
Red Diamond Rattlesnake(5) Crotalus ruber ruber --/SSC Yes 
Southwestern Pond Turtle(5) Clemmys marmorata pallida --/SSC Yes 
Silvery Legless Lizard(5) Aniella pulchra puchra --/SSC No 
Two-striped Garter Snake(5) Thamnophis hammondii --/SSC No 
Birds    
California Gnatcatcher Polioptila californica californica FT/SSC Yes 
Cooper’s Hawk Accipiter cooperi --/SSC Yes 
Golden Eagle(5) Aquila chrysaetos BEPA/SFP Yes 
Least Bell's Vireo(5)  Vireo bellii pusillus  FE/SE Yes 
Loggerhead Shrike(5) Lanius ludovicianus --/SSC No 
Northern Harrier(5) Circus cyaneus --/SSC No 
Osprey Pandion haliaetus --/SSC Yes 
Prairie Falcon(5) Falco mexicanus --/SSC No 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow  Aimophila ruficeps canescens --/SSC Yes 
Sharp-shinned Hawk(5) Accipiter striatus --/SSC No 
White-tailed Kite  Elanus leucurus --/SFP No 
Yellow-breasted Chat(5) Icteria virens --/SSC Yes 
Yellow Warbler Dendroica petechia --/SSC No 
Mammals    
Dulzura California Pocket Mouse(5) Chaetodipus californicus femoralis --/SSC No 
San Diego Black-tailed Jackrabbit Lepus californicus bennetti --/SSC Yes 
San Diego Desert Woodrat(5) Neotoma lepida intermedia (nests) --/SSC No 
Western Mastiff Bat(5) Eumops perotis californicus --/SSC No 
(1) Some of the observed species were not mapped and are, therefore, not shown in the figures. 
(2) Data Source: PSBS, 1991a, 1991b, 1993; ESP species database, SDNHM, 2005 and 2006; CNDDB, 2006; USFS, 2006; SANDAG, 2006. 

Field reconnaissance surveys conducted by TAIC in 2006. 
(3) Status: The format for the species status is [federal status] / [state and/or CNPS status]. A double dash “--/--“ means that there is no 

official status. Federal: FE = endangered, FT = threatened, BEPA = Bald Eagle Protection Act, FD = federally delisted. 
State: SE = endangered, ST = threatened, SR = rare, SSC = special concern, SFP = fully protected. CNPS: List 1B = Plants rare, 
threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere; List 2 = Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common 
elsewhere; List 3 = Plants about which we need more information; List 4 = Plants of limited distribution (a watch list). 

(4) Species addressed in the draft North County MSCP (potentially covered species in North County MSCP). 
(5) Not observed during TAIC’s 2006 field reconnaissance surveys (data are from regional databases or ESP). 
(6)   CDFG maintains a SSC list based on CNPS listing; however, CDFG does not specifically assign plant species with the SSC designation. 
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The federally and state endangered least Bell’s vireo was not observed during 1992/93 ESP 
surveys. However, there is one previously documented location east of I-15, in the area of Castle 
Creek Country Club. The individual was detected on a golf course, which lacks sufficient 
suitable habitat. The individual may have been a transient. This species was not detected during 
the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys. The least Bell's vireo is a breeding migrant in southern 
California. It arrives in San Diego County in late March and early April and leaves for its 
wintering ground in September. Since the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys were conducted in 
October, it was highly unlikely that this species would have been observed. 
 
Other (Non-Listed) Sensitive Species 
Non-listed sensitive species do not have a specific endangered, threatened, or candidate listing 
status, or a fully protected status, or other status provided by state or federal laws, but are 
included on the following lists: state Species of Special Concern, Fully Protected Species, and 
CNPS RARE. Potentially covered species from the draft North County MSCP are discussed 
below. There are 30 non-listed sensitive species documented from the Moosa 100K study area; 
TAIC biologists observed 7 of these species during the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys that 
could potentially meet the requirements under the State CEQA Guidelines Section 15380 (b). 
 
Potentially Covered Species from the Draft North County MSCP 
As shown in Table 4.6-4, 16 of the plant and animal species that have been documented within 
the Moosa 100K study area would be covered by the draft North County MSCP. TAIC biologists 
observed 5 of the potentially covered species during the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys. 
 
Potentially Occurring Sensitive and Draft North County MSCP-Covered Species 
 
Table 4.6-5 presents a list of potentially occurring sensitive species within the Moosa 100K 
study area based on species habitat preferences and distribution. Three potentially occurring 
species are federally and/or state-listed, and are therefore regulated by the FESA and CESA. 
Although the federally and state endangered San Diego thornmint, the federally endangered 
Quino checkerspot butterfly, and the federally endangered and state threatened Stephens’ 
kangaroo rat have not been documented, suitable habitat for these species occurs within the study 
area. San Diego thornmint was not observed during the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys. It is 
unknown whether suitable Quino habitat is occupied because no Quino surveys were conducted 
during the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys or during the ESP surveys, as the species was not 
listed at that time. In addition, the Stephens’ kangaroo rat was not detected within the study area 
during the ESP surveys, and it is unknown if suitable habitat for this species is currently 
occupied because no focused surveys were conducted within the Moosa 100K study area during 
the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys. Additionally, the federally threatened California red-
legged frog historically occurred in the study area, but is currently presumed extirpated from the 
county, and is therefore not addressed in this EIR/EIS. Nine additional sensitive species and/or 
species potentially covered by the draft North County MSCP could also potentially occur within 
the Moosa 100K study area. For a full description of each potentially occurring sensitive species, 
refer to Appendix C of this EIR/EIS. 
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Table 4.6-5. Potentially Occurring Sensitive Species within the Moosa 100K Study Area 
 

Common Name(1) Species Name Status(2) 

Plants   
Felt-leaved Monardella Monardella hypoleuca ssp. lanata --/SSC(3), List 1B 
Pennisular Manzanita Arctostaphylos peninsularis  --/ SSC(3), List 4 
San Diego Marsh-elder  Iva hayesiana --/ SSC(3), List 2 
San Diego Sagewort  Artemisia palmeri --/ SSC(3), List 2 
San Diego Thornmint Acanthomintha ilicifolia FE/SE 
Southwestern Spiny Rush  Juncus acutus var. sphaerocarpus --/ SSC(3), List 4 
Variegated Dudleya  Dudleya variegata --/ SSC(3), List 1B 
Western Dichondra  Dichondra occidentalis --/ SSC(3), List 4 
Invertebrates   
Quino Checkerspot Butterfly Euphydryas editha quino FE/-- 
Amphibians   
Western Spadefoot Toad Spea hammondii --/SSC 

Birds   
Bell’s Sage Sparrow Amphispiza belli belli --/SSC 
Mammals   
Stephens’ Kangaroo Rat  Dipodomys stephensi FE/ST 
(1) Data Source: The most recent versions of the following databases were queried within 3 km of the study area – ESP, 

SANDAG, CNDDB, SDNHM, USFWS, CDFG, and USFS. Field reconnaissance surveys conducted by TAIC in 
2006. 

(2) Status: The format for the species status is [federal status] / [state and/or CNPS status]. A double dash “--/--“ means 
that there is no official sensitivity status. Federal: FE = endangered, FT = threatened, BEPA = Bald Eagle Protection 
Act, FD = federally delisted. State: SE = endangered, ST = threatened, SR = rare, SSC = special concern, SFP = fully 
protected. CNPS: List 1B = Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere; List 2 = Plants rare, 
threatened, or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere; List 3 = Plants about which we need more 
information; List 4 = Plants of limited distribution (a watch list). 

(3) CDFG maintains a SSC list based on CNPS listing; however, CDFG does not specifically assign plant species with the 
SSC designation. 

 
 
Aquatic Resources 
 
Bulrush, cattails, duckweed, watercress, and water pimpernel are present along the edges of 
Turner Reservoir. Recreational fishing is not permitted at Turner Reservoir. Details relating to 
fish species present within Turner Reservoir are not readily available. However, if Turner 
Reservoir is similar to most ponds in California it probably supports a population of warm-water 
game fish such as largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides), bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus), 
various sunfish (Lepomis spp), and probably some forage fish. Because it is not used as a water 
supply, water levels should fluctuate seasonally creating relatively stable naturalistic conditions 
for aquatic resources. 
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Habitat Linkages and Wildlife Movement Corridors 
 
Refer to Section 3.6.1.1 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS for a 
definition of habitat linkages and wildlife corridors. Moosa Canyon is a major east-west 
connection through an otherwise dry and rugged area that provides cover and water for larger 
species. The habitat along Moosa Creek provides water, shelter, and a movement corridor 
between the Valley Center and Bonsall areas. Moosa Canyon provides an important linkage that 
connects the Daley Ranch Open Space Preserve to the southwest with Old Blue Sky Reserve, the 
Pala area, and other large blocks of open space to the northeast. Daley Ranch is a habitat 
preserve owned by the City of Escondido that provides a critical linkage between City of San 
Diego MSCP lands in the southern portion of the county and draft North County MSCP lands. 
Therefore, Moosa Canyon is likely to function as a significant regional wildlife movement 
corridor. 
 
The primary constraints to wildlife movement in the Moosa 100K study area are scattered houses 
along drainages and long stretches of open farmland lacking cover. Wildlife movement along the 
eastern end of the inundation area would be expected because of the agricultural land uses. The 
existing canyon extending north from Old Castle Road is a linkage across a steep ridgeline to 
undeveloped land on the mesa to the north. Figure 4.6-3 shows the regional conservation areas 
and land ownership in the vicinity of the study area. 
 
4.6.1.2 Regulatory Setting 
 
With the exception of the regional NCCP planning context, the regulatory setting for the Moosa 
100K Alternative is the same as described in Section 3.6.1.2 (Biological Resources for the 
Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS, including the following regulations: NEPA, CWA, FESA, 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, CEQA, NCCP Act, CESA, 
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, CDFG Code §1600—Streambed Alteration 
Agreement, California Native Plant Protection Act, California Fully Protected Wildlife Species 
Provisions, and Birds of Prey Protection Provision (California Fish and Game Code § 3503.5). 
The draft North County MSCP study area encompasses about 314,000 acres generally covering 
the unincorporated portions of north San Diego County. The Moosa 100K study area falls within 
the draft North County MSCP pre-approved mitigation area (PAMA) and the Daley Ranch Open 
Space Preserve, which is owned by the City of Escondido and is within the Escondido Subarea 
MHCP. 
 
4.6.2 Project Design Features 
 
General Conditions and Standard Specifications that will be included in the project construction 
documents to reduce biological resources impacts associated with construction and operation of 
the Proposed Action are summarized in Section 1.9.3 (Introduction, Biological Resources) of this 
EIR/EIS. Refer to Section 3.6.2 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) for a list of 
project design features that also apply to the Moosa 100K Alternative. 
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4.6.3 Direct and Indirect Effects 
 
4.6.3.1 Thresholds of Significance 
 
The thresholds of significance used to evaluate biological resource impacts for the Moosa 100K 
Alternative would be the same as those used to evaluate impacts for the Proposed Action. The 
thresholds are based on applicable criteria in the State CEQA Guidelines (CCR §§15000-15387), 
Appendix G. A significant impact to biological resources would occur if the Moosa 100K 
Alternative would: 
 

1. Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat, submerged aquatic vegetation, 
or other sensitive natural communities identified in policies or regulations by the CDFG 
or USFWS. 

2. Have a substantial adverse effect on Corps-jurisdictional waters of the U.S., including 
wetlands, as defined by Section 404 of the CWA through direct or indirect removal, 
filling, inundation, hydrological interruption, or other means. 

3. Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly (e.g., habitat loss) or indirectly (e.g., 
noise effects on wildlife) through habitat modifications, on any species identified or 
published as an endangered, threatened, rare, candidate, sensitive, or special-status 
species by CDFG or USFWS, and meets the definition in Section 15380 (b), (c) or (d) of 
the CEQA guidelines. 

4. Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or 
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or 
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. 

5. Substantially conflict with the policies and provisions of an adopted local or regional 
HCP/NCCP for the area where the project is located, or with any of these plans’ efforts to 
conserve “covered species.” 

 
4.6.3.2 Impact Analysis 
 
Methodology 
 
Refer to Section 3.6.3.2 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS for a 
definition of direct, indirect, permanent and temporary impacts to biological resources. The 
Moosa 100K Alternative would result in permanent impacts from inundation around the 
reservoir, the new marina, access roads, and pipelines, and temporary impacts from staging and 
storage areas and grading of manufactured slopes. 
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Analysis 
 
Threshold 1: Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat, submerged aquatic 
vegetation, or other sensitive natural community identified in policies or regulations by the 
CDFG or USFWS 
 
Direct Impacts to Sensitive Vegetation Communities and Habitats 
 
Tables 4.6-6 and 4.6-7 list the direct permanent and temporary impacts to vegetation 
communities from the Moosa 100K Alternative. All riparian habitats are also regulated by 
CDFG; Table 4.6-8 lists the direct permanent and temporary impacts to CDFG-defined wetlands 
and unvegetated waters of the State. Figures 4.6-4 through 4.6-7 depict the impacts to the 
vegetation communities listed in Tables 4.6-6 through 4.6-8. Impacts to Corps-regulated 
wetlands/vegetated waters and unvegetated waters of the U.S. are evaluated under Threshold 2 
below. 
 

Table 4.6-6. Permanent Direct Impacts to Vegetation Communities  
within the Moosa 100K Footprint 

 
Vegetation Community(1) Acreage 
Riparian/Wetlands Communities   
Open Water (reservoir)/Freshwater (13140)(2, 3) 0.12 
Unvegetated Channel/ Lakeshore Fringe (13200)(3) 7.09 
Freshwater Marsh (52410)(3) 0.73 
Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest (61310)(3) 19.71 
Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest (61330)(3) 20.16 
Mulefat Scrub (63310)(3) 0.29 
Southern Willow Scrub (63320)(3) 20.49 
Disturbed Wetland (11200)(3) 0.51 
Total Riparian/Wetland Permanent Impacts 69.10 
Upland Communities  

Coastal Sage Scrub (32500)(3) 7.84 
Chaparral (37000) 459.85 
Coastal Sage-Chaparral Scrub (37G00)  6.04 
Valley Needlegrass Grassland (42110)(3) 0.37 
Non-Native Grassland (42200) 47.48 
Coast Live Oak Woodland (71160)(3) 43.73 
Open Engelmann Oak Woodland (71181)(3) 1.29 
Eucalyptus Woodland (11100) 0.70 
Disturbed Area (11300) 44.71 
Agriculture (18000)  237.28 
Urban/Developed (12000) 66.29 
Total Upland Permanent Impacts 915.58 
Total Permanent, Direct Impacts 984.68 
(1)  Holland codes are given in parentheses. 
(2)  Includes only permanent impacts to perennial/seasonal pond. 
(3)  Vegetation communities considered to be sensitive. 
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Table 4.6-7. Temporary Direct Impacts to Vegetation Communities  
within the Moosa 100K Footprint 

 

Vegetation Community(1) Acreage 

Riparian/Wetlands Communities  
Unvegetated Channel/ Lakeshore Fringe (13200)(2) 2.39 
Freshwater Marsh (52410)(2) 0.73 
Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest (61310)(2) 9.90 
Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest (61330)(2) 25.38 
Southern Sycamore-alder Riparian Forest (62400)(2) 0.02 
Southern Willow Scrub (63320)(2) 6.65 
Disturbed Wetland (11200)(2) 0.01 
Total Riparian/Wetland Temporary Impacts 45.08 
Upland Communities  

Coastal Sage Scrub (32500)(2) 27.03 
Chaparral (37000) 158.72 
Coastal Sage-Chaparral Scrub (37G00)  40.07 
Non-Native Grassland (42200)  3.21 
Coast Live Oak Woodland (71160)(2) 24.90 
Disturbed Area (11300)  1.12 
Agriculture (18000)  62.68 
Urban/Developed (12000)  47.48 
Total Upland Temporary Impacts 365.21 
Total Temporary, Direct Impacts 410.29 
(1) Holland codes are given in parentheses. 
(2) Vegetation communities considered to be sensitive. 

 
 

Table 4.6-8. Permanent and Temporary Direct Impacts to CDFG-Defined Wetlands and 
Unvegetated Waters of the State within the Moosa 100K Footprint 

 
Acres 

CDFG Jurisdictional Resource Permanent Temporary 

Wetlands   
Freshwater Marsh  0.73 0.73  
Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest  19.71 9.90  
Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest  20.16 25.38  
Southern Sycamore-alder Riparian Forest  0.00 0.02  
Mulefat Scrub 0.29 0.00  
Southern Willow Scrub  20.49 6.65  
Disturbed Wetland  0.51 0.01  
Total Permanent Impacts, CDFG-Defined Wetlands 61.89 42.69  
Unvegetated Waters of the State   
Open Water (reservoir)/Freshwater(1)  0.12 0.00  
Lakeshore Fringe 0.91 0.71  
Unvegetated Channel  6.18 1.68  
Total Permanent Impacts, CDFG-Regulated Unvegetated Waters of the State 7.21 2.39  
Total Permanent Impacts, CDFG Jurisdictional Resources 69.10 45.08  
(1) Includes only permanent impacts to perennial/seasonal pond.   
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Although Tables 4.6-6 and 4.6-7 list the impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative on all terrestrial 
vegetation communities within the Moosa 100K footprint, the remainder of this discussion 
focuses only on impacts to sensitive vegetation communities and habitats. The Moosa 100K 
Alternative would result in 69.10 acres of permanent impacts and 45.08 acres of temporary 
impacts to riparian and wetland habitats, including CDFG-defined wetlands and unvegetated 
waters of the State (Table 4.6-8). 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would also result in direct impacts to upland coastal sage scrub 
(7.84 acres of permanent impacts and 27.03 acres of temporary impacts), valley needlegrass 
grassland (0.37 acre of permanent impacts), coast live oak woodland (43.73 acres of permanent 
impacts and 24.90 acres of temporary impacts), and open Engelmann oak woodland (1.29 acres 
of permanent impacts) habitats. Although not identified as a sensitive community, the coastal 
sage-chaparral scrub community does contain elements sensitive coastal sage scrub and the 
Moosa 100K Alternative would result in 6.04 acres of permanent impacts and 40.07 acres of 
temporary impacts. 
 
All riparian/wetlands, coastal sage scrub, and coast live oak woodland vegetation communities 
have been identified as rare natural communities by CDFG, or a vegetation community of 
statewide conservation focus (Oak Woodland Conservation Act). Therefore, substantial 
permanent and temporary impacts to these vegetation communities would be significant. 
 
With regards to the loss of a perennial/seasonal pond (Open Water/Freshwater in Tables 4.6-6 
and 4.6-8) located in the dam construction zone, which is regulated by CDFG (CDFG-Defined 
Wetlands and Unvegetated Waters of the State) and RWQCB (Porter-Cologne Water Quality 
Control Act, California Water Code, Division 7, Water Quality), sensitive species could occur at 
this pond. Therefore, the permanent loss of open water (perennial/seasonal pond) would be 
significant. 
 
Chaparral and non-native grassland are not considered sensitive vegetation communities in this 
EIR/EIS because they are not designated by CDFG as rare natural communities, and they are 
relatively abundant at both the local and regional scales and are well distributed throughout San 
Diego County. However, they provide habitat for numerous non-chaparral obligates sensitive 
species within the Moosa 100K footprint, including coast horned lizard (open vegetation such as 
coastal sage scrub and chaparral), orange-throated whiptail (coastal sage scrub and chaparral), 
loggerhead shrike (native and non-native grassland and open coastal sage scrub and chaparral), 
rufous-crowned sparrow (coastal sage scrub and chaparral), and foraging raptors (native and 
non-native grassland and various other vegetation communities dependent on the species). 
However, this impact addresses rare natural communities and impacts to these species from the 
Moosa 100K Alternative are discussed in Threshold 3 below. Therefore, all permanent impacts 
(459.85 acres) and temporary impacts (158.72 acres) to chaparral, and permanent impacts 
(47.48 acres) and temporary impacts (3.21 acres) to non-native grassland associated with the 
Moosa 100K Alternative would be less than significant. 
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Direct Impacts to Open Water and Submerged Aquatic Vegetation 
 
Turner Reservoir would not be drawn down during construction of Moosa Dam. The filling of 
Moosa Canyon to create a new reservoir would result in an overall increase in the volume of 
open water compared to what exists within Turner Reservoir. Open water provides habitat for 
fish, waterfowl, raptors such as eagles and ospreys, and aquatic wildlife such as frogs, toads, and 
the two-striped garter snake. Changes to open water at Turner Reservoir would temporarily 
impact this resource until Moosa Reservoir has been filled. Because the amount of open water at 
the new reservoir would be much greater than what currently exists at Turner Reservoir, this 
temporary impact would be less than significant. 
 
As discussed in Section 4.6.1.1 above, submerged aquatic vegetation is not a vegetation type 
included in the Holland system (Holland, 1986; Oberbauer, 2005), and is therefore not included 
in the tables under Threshold 1 and Threshold 2. Although this vegetation community was not 
surveyed during 2006 field reconnaissance surveys, submerged aquatic vegetation potentially 
occurs around the circumference of Turner Reservoir. Turner Reservoir and associated 
submerged aquatic vegetation would be inundated when Moosa Canyon is filled to create a new 
reservoir upon completion of dam construction. However, the aquatic vegetation is expected to 
re-establish along the larger circumference of the new reservoir. Therefore, effects to potential 
submerged aquatic vegetation in Turner Reservoir would be less than significant. 
 
Aquatic Resources 
California Fish and Game Code Sections 5930 through 5948 govern the protection of biological 
resources in relation to the construction and operation of dams. In particular, Section 5937 states: 
 

The owner of any dam shall allow sufficient water at all times to pass through a fishway, 
or in the absence of a fishway, allow sufficient water to pass over, around or through the 
dam, to keep in good condition any fish that may be planted or exist below the dam. 
During the minimum flow of water in any river or stream, permission may be granted by 
the department to the owner of any dam to allow sufficient water to pass through a 
culvert, waste gate, or over or around the dam, to keep in good condition any fish that 
may be planted or exist below the dam, when, in the judgment of the department, it is 
impracticable or detrimental to the owner to pass the water through the fishway. 

 
Construction Activities. Turner Reservoir would be drawn down during construction in order to 
provide storage space for flood control during the construction period, which would protect the 
construction site downstream. Although water levels would be lowered, the reservoir would not 
be drained completely. It is likely that there will be some crowding of the existing fish 
populations, but they will not be completely eliminated. Because Turner Reservoir would not be 
completely drained or directly affected by construction, project-related impacts to fish within the 
reservoir are considered less than significant. 
 
Downstream Water Quality. The construction of a dam across Moosa Creek could capture 
runoff from the watershed above the dam site. Capture of flows would alter the streamflow 
pattern in Moosa Creek and eventually the San Luis Rey River. Changes in flow within the San 
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Luis Rey River could adversely affect fish present within the stream. The Water Authority would 
assume and abide by the conditions for the existing VCMWD water right for storage of water 
within Turner Reservoir (Application No. 22992). Because of this, the Moosa 100k Alternative 
would not substantially change flow patterns within Moosa Creek or the river downstream of the 
proposed reservoir. Therefore, impacts to fisheries resources downstream of the dam that could 
result from construction of the Moosa 100K Alternative would be considered less than 
significant. 
 
Operation of the Reservoir. Fish present in Turner Reservoir and any fish upstream of the dam 
site on Moosa Creek would be expected to colonize the reservoir upon its completion. In addition 
to those mentioned earlier as likely being present within the reservoir, other species include 
mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis) and green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus), both known to exist in 
the creek. Newly created reservoirs typically have dramatic increases in fish populations for the 
first few years (Baxter, 1977). This is probably because of an abundance of foraging, nesting, 
and refuge habitat and nutrients because of the inundation and decomposition of terrestrial 
vegetation. However, the creation of favorable conditions may be tempered by the 
decomposition of any submerged vegetation and algal blooms resulting from high nutrient loads. 
Both of these factors can result in a decrease in DO. It is expected that any poor water quality 
would be a temporary factor affecting fish. 
 
Water level in the new reservoir would likely fluctuate as part as normal operations in response 
to water supply and demand on an annual basis. The Water Authority is not proposing to divert 
or store any additional water beyond that currently captured and stored at Turner Reservoir. As a 
result, as long as reservoir management includes elements to maintain water quality, the Moosa 
Reservoir should be capable of supporting populations of fish below the dam, and to keep these 
fish in good condition. The Moosa 100K Alternative would eventually create a substantial 
recreational fishery if the reservoir is stocked and open to fishing as planned. Moreover, the 
introduction of fishing with the Moosa 100K Alternative (where it currently does not exist) 
would be considered a beneficial impact. Therefore, fisheries impacts due to the operation of the 
Moosa 100K Alternative would be less than significant. 
 
As noted above, California Fish and Game Code Section 5937 requires that fish populations 
downstream of dams must be maintained in “good condition”. The terms of VCMWD’s existing 
water rights to storage in Turner Reservoir provide that certain conditions to protect downstream 
resources are before any diversion or storage can take place. In addition, the operation of the 
existing dam is such that all flows beyond the storage capacity of the reservoir (1,700 AF) are 
bypassed for downstream uses. The Water Authority has indicated that these conditions will 
continue after the transfer of A022992 from the VCMWD. 
 
In addition, periodic releases of water from the Moosa 100K Alternative reservoir to maintain 
existing habitats downstream of the reservoir are planned. The storage of water in the reservoir 
prior to release can result in changes in temperature, DO, nutrients, and sediments. If water were 
released from the bottom layer, the stream could receive water that is colder and has less oxygen 
than water that originally flowed into the creek. Sediment particles would be trapped by the dam 
and water released from the dam could increase downstream erosion. However, the imported 
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water in the Moosa 100K Alternative reservoir would be of better quality than that which 
currently exists in Turner Reservoir. Flow to Moosa Creek downstream of the dam would reflect 
higher quality imported water stored in the new Moosa 100K Alternative reservoir. Also, runoff 
would be diluted in the larger reservoir, further improving the quality of water that may be 
released downstream. Therefore, downstream water quality impacts due to the operation of the 
Moosa Reservoir would be less than significant. 
 
Indirect Impacts to Sensitive Vegetation Communities and Habitats 
 
Several indirect impacts to sensitive vegetation communities and CDFG-defined wetlands and 
unvegetated waters of the State may occur from construction activities associated with the 
Moosa 100K Alternative. For example, erosion and sedimentation could affect water quality or 
natural hydrologic processes in, or adjacent to riparian plant communities. In addition, 
construction activities could, if heavy and prolonged enough, produce enough dust to affect 
plants by reducing photosynthesis capabilities and overall plant health. Construction-related 
grading, brushing and soil stockpiling can also often lead to exotic plant species (e.g., arundo) 
being transported into adjacent native habitat, which can compete with native plants for 
resources. Vegetation trampling and soil compaction could also occur from construction 
personnel and equipment. The Moosa 100K Alternative includes General Conditions and 
Standard Specifications (Section 1.9.3 [Introduction, Biological Resources] of this EIR/EIS) and 
project design features (Section 3.6.2 [Biological Resources for the Proposed Action] of this 
EIR/EIS) that would be implemented during construction to reduce potential indirect impacts to 
sensitive vegetation communities and habitats to a level considered less than significant. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would result in direct permanent impacts to CDFG-defined 
wetlands and unvegetated waters of the State, including freshwater marsh, southern coast live 
oak riparian forest, southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest, mulefat scrub, southern willow 
scrub, disturbed wetland, perennial/seasonal pond (open water/freshwater), lakeshore fringe, 
and unvegetated channel (Impact M/BR 1). Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative 
would be significant. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would result in direct temporary impacts to CDFG-defined 
wetlands and unvegetated waters of the State, including freshwater marsh, southern coast live 
oak riparian forest, southern cottonwood-willow riparian forest, southern sycamore-alder 
riparian forest, southern willow scrub, disturbed wetland, lakeshore fringe, and unvegetated 
channel (Impact M/BR 2). Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative would be 
significant. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would result in direct permanent impacts to coastal sage scrub and 
coastal sage scrub-chaparral community (Impact M/BR 3), valley needlegrass grassland 
(Impact M/BR 4), coast live oak woodland (Impact M/BR 5), and open Engelmann oak 
woodland (Impact M/BR 6); and direct temporary impacts to coastal sage scrub and coastal 
sage scrub-chaparral (Impact M/BR 7) and coast live oak woodland (Impact M/BR 8). 
Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative would be significant. 
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Chaparral and non-native grassland are not considered sensitive vegetation communities in this 
EIR/EIS. Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative would be less than significant. 
 
Temporary changes to open water and the temporary reduction of potential submerged aquatic 
vegetation at Turner Reservoir during the filling of Moosa Reservoir would be offset by the 
larger reservoir volume and by the reestablishment of aquatic vegetation around the larger 
circumference of the new reservoir. Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative would be 
less than significant. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would generate construction-related indirect impacts to sensitive 
vegetation communities and habitats (including CDFG-defined wetlands and unvegetated waters 
of the State) that would be reduced with implementation of the General Conditions and Standard 
Specifications listed in Section 1.9.3 (Introduction, Biological Resources) of this EIR/EIS and the 
project design features listed in Section 3.6.2 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of 
this EIR/EIS. Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative would be less than significant. 
 
Threshold 2: Have a substantial adverse effect on Corps-jurisdictional waters of the U.S., 
including wetlands, as defined by Section 404 of the CWA through direct or indirect removal, 
filling, inundation, hydrological interruption, or other means. 
 
Direct Impacts to Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters  and Unvegetated Waters 
of the U.S. 
 
Wetlands/Vegetated Waters  
Direct impacts to vegetated wetlands/vegetated waters include permanent and temporary impacts 
in excess of the acres reported herein because determinations were made using wetlands 
delineation data derived from the ESP surveys which did not cover the entire Moosa 100K 
footprint. If this alternative were chosen, jurisdictional wetlands delineations would be necessary 
for survey areas outside the ESP footprint not previously delineated. Direct impacts to Corps-
regulated wetlands/vegetated waters include permanent impacts to 48.92 acres from reservoir 
inundation and from construction activities below the dam and at some of the outlying features 
(e.g., pump stations, off-site borrow area, electrical and water line installations/relocations, 
access roads), and temporary impacts to 33.94 acres from construction activities such as staging 
and access (Table 4.6-9; Figures 4.6-6 and 4.6-7). All direct impacts to jurisdictional wetlands 
would be significant. 
 
With regards to the loss of a perennial/seasonal pond (Table 4.6-9) located in the dam 
construction zone, which may be regulated by the Corps as wetlands, sensitive species could 
occur at this pond. Therefore, the permanent loss of perennial/seasonal pond would be 
significant. 
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Unvegetated Waters of the U.S. 
Table 4.6-9 indicates permanent impacts to 7.21 acres of unvegetated waters of the U.S. from 
reservoir inundation, and temporary impacts to 2.39 acres from construction activities such as 
staging and access. All direct impacts to unvegetated waters of the U.S. would be significant. 

 
 

Table 4.6-9. Direct Impacts to Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters  
and Unvegetated Waters of the U.S. within the Moosa 100K Footprint 

 
Acres(1) Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Water and Unvegetated 

Waters of the U.S. Permanent Temporary 

Wetlands/Vegetated Waters   
Freshwater Marsh  0.73 0.62  
Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest  17.45 9.89  
Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest  16.79 17.21  
Mulefat Scrub 0.29 0.00  
Southern Willow Scrub  13.56 6.21  
Disturbed Wetland  0.10 0.01  
Total Impacts, Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters 48.92 33.94  
Unvegetated Waters of the U.S.   
Lakeshore Fringe 0.91 0.71  
Seasonal Streambed  6.18 1.68  
Perennial/Seasonal Pond  0.12 0.00  
Total Impacts, Unvegetated Waters of the U.S. 7.21 2.39  
Total Impacts, Corps Jurisdictional Resources 56.13 36.33  
(1) The above quantification of impacts is based on the ESP wetlands delineation survey results. The 

alternative described herein is likely to generate additional impacts to Corps-regulated 
wetlands/vegetated waters and unvegetated waters of the U.S. in areas not covered by the ESP 
delineations. 

 
 
Direct Impacts to Open Water and Submerged Aquatic Vegetation 
 
As discussed in Threshold 1 above, changes to open water at Turner Reservoir would 
temporarily impact this resource until Moosa Reservoir has been filled. Because the amount of 
open water at the new reservoir would be much greater than what currently exists at Turner 
Reservoir, this temporary impact would be less than significant. 
 
As discussed in Section 4.6.1.1 above, submerged aquatic vegetation has been assumed to be 
present in Turner Reservoir and impacts to this potential habitat are addressed under Threshold 
1. Therefore, effects to potential submerged aquatic vegetation in Turner Reservoir would be less 
than significant 
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Indirect Impacts to Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters and Unvegetated Waters 
of the U.S. 
 
Indirect impacts to Corps-regulated wetlands/vegetated waters  and unvegetated waters of the 
U.S would be the same as discussed in Threshold 1 above for sensitive vegetation communities 
and habitats. The Moosa 100K Alternative includes General Conditions and Standard 
Specifications (Section 1.9.3 [Introduction, Biological Resources] of this EIR/EIS) and project 
design features (Section 3.6.2 [Biological Resources for the Proposed Action] of this EIR/EIS) 
that would be implemented during construction to reduce potential indirect impacts to Corps-
regulated wetlands/vegetated waters and unvegetated waters of the U.S. to a level considered less 
than significant. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would result in direct permanent (Impact M/BR 9) and direct 
temporary (Impact M/BR 10) impacts to Corps-regulated wetlands/vegetated waters and 
unvegetated waters of the U.S. Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative would be 
significant. 
 
Temporary changes to open water and the temporary reduction of potential submerged aquatic 
vegetation at Turner Reservoir during the filling of Moosa Reservoir would be offset by the 
larger reservoir volume and by the reestablishment of aquatic vegetation around the larger 
circumference of the new reservoir. Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative would be 
less than significant. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would generate construction-related indirect impacts to Corps-
regulated wetlands/vegetated waters and unvegetated waters of the U.S. that would be reduced 
with implementation of the General Conditions and Standard Specifications listed in Section 
1.9.3 (Introduction, Biological Resources) of this EIR/EIS and the project design features listed 
in Section 3.6.2 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS. Therefore, 
impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative would be less than significant. 
 
Threshold 3: Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly (e.g., habitat loss) or indirectly 
(e.g., noise effects on wildlife) through habitat modifications, on any species identified or 
published as an endangered, threatened, candidate, sensitive, or special-status species by 
CDFG or USFWS, and meets the definition in Section 15380 (b), (c) or (d) of the CEQA 
guidelines. 
 
Refer to Threshold 3 in Section 3.6.3.2 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this 
EIR/EIS, for definitions of significant and less than significant impacts to listed and non-listed 
sensitive species. 
 
Direct Impacts to Listed Species 
 
Potential impacts to endangered, threatened, rare, candidate, sensitive, or special-status species, 
as determined by state and federal regulatory agencies, are described below and, for documented 
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species, summarized in Table 4.6-10. Direct impacts are discussed first, followed by a discussion 
of indirect impacts. 
 
California Gnatcatcher 
The federally threatened California gnatcatcher was documented in the Moosa 100K footprint 
during 2006 field reconnaissance surveys. Direct impacts to California gnatcatcher include 
permanent impacts to one previously observed location and 7.84 acres of potential gnatcatcher 
habitat (coastal sage scrub). In addition, the Moosa 100K Alternative would temporarily impact 
27.03 acres of potential gnatcatcher habitat. Directed pre-construction surveys for this species 
would need to be performed should this alternative be chosen. If this species is detected during 
pre-construction surveys, the potential direct impacts would be significant. 
 
 

Table 4.6-10. Summary of Potential Impacts to Documented Federally and State Listed Species  
within the Moosa 100K Footprint 

 
Direct Impacts to Individuals or Habitat 

Species Permanent Temporary Indirect Impacts 

California Gnatcatcher Significant  
(1 observation, 7.84 acres ) Significant (27.03 acres) Significant (Noise)(1) 

Least Bell’s Vireo Significant (40.65 acres) Significant (32.05 acres) Significant (Noise) (1) 
(1) Other indirect impacts include construction related dust and nighttime lighting, but implementation of General Conditions 

and Standard Specifications, and project design features would reduce these impacts to a level considered less than 
significant. 

 
 
Least Bell’s Vireo 
The federally and state endangered least Bell’s vireo has been previously documented within the 
Moosa 100K footprint. One individual had been reported in 1978 outside the impact area on the 
golf course at Castle Creek Country Club where potential habitat no longer exists. Although this 
species was not observed during the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys, potentially occupied 
habitat occurs within the footprint, especially along Moosa Creek. Direct impacts to least Bell’s 
vireo include permanent impacts to 40.65 acres of potential vireo habitat (riparian forest and 
southern willow scrub). In addition, the Moosa 100K Alternative would temporarily impact 
32.05 acres of potential vireo habitat. A habitat assessment for this species would need to be 
performed should this alternative be chosen. If suitable habitat exists within the Moosa 100K 
footprint, focused protocol surveys would be required prior to the commencement of 
construction. If this previously documented species is detected during pre-construction surveys, 
the potential direct impacts would be significant. 
 
Other Listed Species 
As indicated in Table 4.6-4, the state fully protected golden eagle was previously documented 
within the Moosa 100K footprint; however, this species was not observed during the 2006 field 
reconnaissance surveys. With implementation of the General Conditions and Standard 
Specifications listed in Section 1.9.3 (Introduction, Biological Resources) of this EIR/EIS and 
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the project design features listed in Section 3.6.2 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) 
of this EIR/EIS, potential direct impacts to the state fully protected golden eagle would be less 
than significant. 
 
As indicated in Table 4.6-5, the federally and state endangered San Diego thornmint, the 
federally endangered Quino checkerspot butterfly, and the federally endangered and state 
threatened Stephen’s kangaroo rat have the potential to occur within the Moosa 100K footprint; 
however, these species were not observed during the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys. 
Potential impacts to these potentially occurring listed species are described below. 
 
San Diego Thornmint. One occurrence of this federally and state-endangered species has been 
documented outside, but within 2 miles, the Moosa 100K study area. This species has a moderate 
potential to occur within the footprint because suitable habitat exists. Directed pre-construction 
surveys for this species would need to be performed should this alternative be chosen. If this 
potentially occurring species is detected within the Moosa 100K impact footprint during pre-
construction surveys, the potential direct impacts would be significant. 
 
Quino Checkerspot Butterfly. Based on the 2006 field reconnaissance surveys, potentially 
suitable habitat exists within the Moosa 100K footprint for this federally endangered species; 
however, the presence of suitable Quino checkerspot habitat has not been determined pursuant to 
USFWS protocol habitat assessments. ESP surveys were performed in certain areas based on 
presence/absence of specific host plants and habitats. However, this species was not listed as 
endangered at the time of the ESP surveys; therefore, focused protocol surveys were not 
conducted. Potential habitat does exist within the Moosa 100K footprint (hilltops, coastal sage 
scrub, valley needlegrass grassland, non-native grassland, disturbed areas, and coastal sage-
chaparral). Potential direct impacts to the federally endangered Quino checkerspot butterfly 
include permanent impacts to 106.44 acres of potential Quino habitat. In addition, the Moosa 
100K Alternative would temporarily impact 71.43 acres of potential Quino habitat. A habitat 
assessment for this species would need to be performed should this alternative be chosen. If 
suitable habitat exists within the Moosa 100K footprint, focused protocol surveys would be 
required during the flight season prior to the commencement of construction. If this potentially 
occurring species is detected during pre-construction surveys, the direct impacts would be 
significant. 
 
Stephens’ Kangaroo Rat. Potential habitat exists for this species within the Moosa 100K 
footprint. However, this species was not observed during focused ESP surveys and during the 
2006 field reconnaissance surveys. A focused Stephens’ kangaroo rat trapping study would need 
to be performed prior to construction should this alternative be chosen. If this potentially 
occurring species is detected during the pre-construction trapping study, the potential direct 
impacts would be significant. 
 
Indirect Impacts to Listed Species 
 
The following listed species could be potentially impacted from other construction-related 
indirect impacts: 
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• California Gnatcatcher (federally threatened). Indirect impacts from construction-related 

noise, dust and night lighting could disrupt breeding populations and cause nest 
abandonment. With implementation of the General Conditions and Standard 
Specifications listed in Section 1.9.3 (Introduction, Biological Resources) of this EIR/EIS 
and project design features listed in Section 3.6.2 (Biological Resources for the Proposed 
Action) of this EIR/EIS, dust and night lighting impacts would be less than significant. 
Indirect impacts from construction-related noise levels within 500 feet of an occupied 
nest could be significant. 

• Least Bell’s Vireo (federally and state endangered). Should habitat in the Moosa 100K 
study area be occupied, indirect impacts from construction-related noise, dust and night 
lighting could disrupt breeding populations and cause nest abandonment. With the 
exception of noise, these impacts would be less than significant with implementation of 
the General Conditions and Standard Specifications listed in Section 1.9.3 (Introduction, 
Biological Resources) of this EIR/EIS and project design features listed in Section 3.6.2 
(Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS, dust and night lighting 
impacts would be less than significant. Indirect impacts from construction-related noise 
levels within 500 feet of an occupied nest could be significant. 

 
Direct Impacts to Other (Non-Listed) Sensitive Species 
 
Table 4.6-11 summarizes the permanent and temporary direct impacts to non-listed sensitive 
species within the Moosa 100K footprint. The Moosa 100K Alternative would result in 
permanent impacts to approximately 1,400 southern tarplants and permanent and temporary 
impacts to southwestern pond turtle, both species of special concern. The southern tarplant is 
almost extirpated from San Diego County. It is likely that the only conserved stands of this plant 
species in the county exist within the Ramona Grasslands and on the Cumming Ranch property 
in Ramona. Southwestern pond turtles are rare in San Diego County, and the loss of any 
individuals of this species would represent a substantial population in the regional context (i.e., 
metapopulation). Therefore, because the Moosa 100K Alternative would affect a large number of 
individuals from a major population of southern tarplants on site, and because this alternative 
could affect a metapopulation of the southwestern pond turtle, the direct permanent impacts to 
these species would be significant. 
 
Less than significant permanent or temporary direct impacts would occur to the remaining 
species in Table 4.6-11 for the following reasons: (1) a relatively small number of non-listed 
individuals would be impacted; (2) populations with a larger number of individuals are abundant 
in the region; (3) recovery and conservation efforts are documented to adequately conserve the 
species or habitat, and impacts would not affect the recovery or conservation of this species or 
habitat; and (4) the species or habitat is locally common and fairly abundant in the region. 
Additionally, although the state fully protected white-tailed kite was observed in the study area, 
it was not observed nesting in the area of impact. 
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Table 4.6-11. Summary of Potential Direct and Indirect Impacts  
to Non-Listed Sensitive Species within the Moosa 100K Footprint(1) 

 
Species Permanent Direct Impact Temporary Direct Impact Indirect Impact Status(2) 

Plants     

Engelmann Oak Less than Significant  
(21 locations) 

Less than Significant 
(5 locations) 

Less than 
Significant --/SSC, List 4 

Fish’s Milkwort  Less than Significant 
(15 plants, 2 locations) None Less than 

Significant --/SSC, List 4 

Southern Tarplant  Significant 
(1,400 plants, 1 location) None Less than 

Significant --/SSC, List 1B 

Summer Holly  Less than Significant 
(1 plant, 1 location) None Less than 

Significant --/SSC, List 1B 

Wart-stemmed 
Ceanothus  

Less than Significant 
(1 location) None Less than 

Significant --/SSC, List 2 

Reptiles     

Coast Horned Lizard  Less than Significant 
(14 observations) 

Less than Significant 
(6 observations) Less than significant --/SSC 

Coronado Island Skink  Less than Significant 
(2 observations) None None --/SSC 

Orange-throated 
Whiptail 

Less than Significant 
(41 observations) 

Less than Significant 
(29 observations) Less than significant --/SSC 

Red Diamond 
Rattlesnake 

Less than Significant 
(2 observations) None None --/SSC 

Southwestern Pond 
Turtle 

Significant 
(5 observations) 

Significant 
(1 observation) Less than significant --/SSC 

Two-striped Garter 
Snake 

Less than Significant 
(1 observation) 

Less than Significant 
(1 observation) None --/SSC 

Birds     

Cooper’s Hawk Less than Significant 
(2 observations) 

Less than Significant 
(1 observation) None --/SSC 

Loggerhead Shrike Less than Significant 
(1 observation) 

None None --/SSC 

Northern Harrier  Less than Significant 
(3 observations) 

None None --/SSC 

Rufous-crowned 
Sparrow 

Less than Significant 
(11 observations) 

Less than Significant 
(7 observations) 

Less than 
Significant --/SSC 

White-tailed Kite  Less than Significant 
(1 observation) 

None None --/SFP 

Yellow Warbler  Less than Significant 
(4 observations) 

Less than Significant 
(4 observations) None --/SSC 

Mammals     

Dulzura Pocket Mouse Less than Significant 
(2 observations) 

Less than Significant 
(1 observation) None --/SSC 

San Diego Desert 
Woodrat 

Less than Significant 
(1 observation) 

Less than Significant 
(1 observation) None --/SSC 

(1) Excludes impacts permitted by ESP. 
(2) Status: The format for the species status is [federal status] / [state and/or CNPS status]. A double dash “--/--“ means that there is 

no official status. Federal: FE = endangered, FT = threatened, BEPA = Bald Eagle Protection Act, FD = federally delisted. State: 
SE = endangered, ST = threatened, SR = rare, SSC = special concern, SFP = fully protected. CNPS: List 1B = Plants rare, 
threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere, List 2 = Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more 
common elsewhere, List 3 = Plants about which we need more information, List 4 = Plants of limited distribution (a watch list). 
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As discussed in Threshold 1 above, although chaparral and non-native grassland are not 
considered to be sensitive vegetation communities in this EIR/EIS because they are not 
designated by CDFG as rare natural communities, they provide habitat for non-obligate chaparral 
and grassland sensitive species within the Moosa 100K footprint, including coast horned lizard 
(open vegetation such as coastal sage scrub and chaparral), orange-throated whiptail (coastal 
sage scrub and chaparral), loggerhead shrike (native and non-native grassland and open coastal 
sage scrub and chaparral), rufous-crowned sparrow (coastal sage scrub and chaparral), and 
foraging raptors (native and non-native grassland and various other vegetation communities 
dependent on the species). For the reasons stated in the paragraph above, impacts to these species 
from the Moosa 100K Alternative would be less than significant. However, it should be noted 
that the mitigation proposed for costal sage scrub and other rare natural communities would 
result in ancillary benefits to most of these species through preservation, restoration, and creation 
of suitable habitat within the region. 
 
Indirect Impacts to Other (Non-Listed) Sensitive Species 
 
Indirect impacts to nesting birds and other non-listed sensitive species during construction, such 
as noise levels, human presence, and nighttime lighting, are expected. However, implementation 
of the General Conditions and Standard Specifications listed in Section 1.9.3 (Introduction, 
Biological Resources) of this EIR/EIS and the project design features listed in Section 3.6.2 
(Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS would reduce indirect impacts to 
non-listed sensitive species to a level considered less than significant. 
 
The following impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative to listed and non-listed sensitive species 
would be significant: 
 

• direct permanent impacts to the federally threatened California gnatcatcher (Impact 
M/BR 11); 

• direct temporary impacts to the federally threatened California gnatcatcher (Impact 
M/BR 12); 

• indirect temporary construction noise impacts to the federally threatened California 
gnatcatcher (Impact M/BR 13); 

• direct permanent impacts to potential habitat for the federally and state endangered least 
Bell’s vireo (Impact M/BR 14); 

• direct temporary impacts to potential habitat for the federally and state endangered least 
Bell’s vireo (Impact M/BR 15); 

• indirect temporary construction noise impacts to the federally and state endangered least 
Bell’s vireo (Impact M/BR 16); 

• potential permanent and temporary impacts to the federally and state endangered San 
Diego thornmint (Impact M/BR 17); 

• potential permanent impacts to the federally endangered Quino checkerspot butterfly and 
potential temporary impacts to Quino habitat (Impact M/BR 18); 
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• potential permanent and temporary impacts to the federally endangered and state 
threatened Stephen’s kangaroo rat (Impact M/BR 19); 

• direct permanent impacts to southern tarplants (Impact M/BR 20); and 

• direct permanent and temporary impacts to southwestern pond turtle (Impact M/BR 21). 
 
Direct (permanent and temporary) impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative to the following listed 
and non-listed sensitive species would be less than significant: Engelmann oak, Fish’s milkwort, 
summer holly, wart-stemmed ceanothus, coast horned lizard, Coronado Island skink, orange-
throated whiptail, red diamond rattlesnake, two-striped garter snake, Cooper’s hawk, the state 
fully protected golden eagle, loggerhead shrike, northern harrier, rufous-crowned sparrow, the 
state fully protected white-tailed kite, yellow warbler, Dulzura pocket mouse, and San Diego 
desert wood rat. 
 
With the exception of potential construction noise-related impacts, all construction-related 
indirect impacts to listed and non-listed sensitive species would be reduced with implementation 
of the General Conditions and Standard Specifications listed in Section 1.9.3 (Introduction, 
Biological Resources) of this EIR/EIS and the project design features listed in Section 3.6.2 
(Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS. Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 
100K Alternative would be less than significant. 
 
Threshold 4: Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory 
fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or 
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. 
 
As stated in Section 4.6.1.1 above, Moosa Canyon is likely to function as a significant regional 
wildlife movement corridor. Construction of the dam and inundation of this canyon to create 
Moosa Reservoir would permanently block animal movement along Moosa Creek by flooding 
about 2.5 miles of the canyon and creating an approximate 870-acre lake. The Moosa 100K 
Alternative would not temporarily impact local wildlife movement along Moosa Canyon 
upstream of the dam construction zone because Turner Reservoir would be maintained for flood 
control purposes and, as such, wildlife would not lose access to this source of drinking water as 
well as Moosa Creek. Therefore, direct permanent impacts to the Moosa Canyon regional 
wildlife corridor from this alternative would be significant. 
 
Indirect impacts to local wildlife movement through Moosa Canyon are expected during 
construction of the dam. However, implementation of the General Conditions and Standard 
Specifications listed in Section 1.9.3 (Introduction, Biological Resources) of this EIR/EIS and 
the project design features listed in Section 3.6.2 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) 
of this EIR/EIS would reduce these impacts to a level considered less than significant. 
 
In addition, a small portion of the southerly footprint (i.e., VCMD South Pump Station and a 
road relocation) would slightly encroach into the City of Escondido’s Daley Ranch Open Space 
Preserve, which also supports wildlife corridor movements through the area. Although this 
portion of the open space easement would be temporarily vacated to allow for construction of the 
Moosa 100K alternative, no permanent impacts to the Preserve would occur from these features. 
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Therefore, impacts to the Daley Ranch Open Space Preserve wildlife corridor from this 
alternative would be less than significant. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would permanently block the movement of native resident and 
migratory wildlife species through the Moosa Canyon regional wildlife corridor, but temporary 
and indirect impacts of construction activities on local wildlife movement would be reduced 
through retention of Turner Reservoir as a source of drinking water and through implementation 
of the General Conditions and Standard Specifications in Section 1.9.3 (Introduction, Biological 
Resources) of this EIR/EIS and the project design features listed in Section 3.6.2 (Biological 
Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS. Therefore, impacts of the Moosa 100K 
Alternative would be significant (Impact M/BR 22). 
 
Threshold 5: Substantially conflict with the policies and provisions of an adopted local or 
regional HCP/NCCP for the area where the project is located, or with any of these plans’ 
efforts to conserve covered species. 
 
The Moosa 100K footprint does not occur within the boundaries of any adopted HCP or NCCP 
plans. The development of the North County MSCP is currently in process; the Moosa 100K 
footprint occurs within this planning area as well as the draft North County MSCP PAMA. 
However, the plan is not final, and the Water Authority is not a participant in the future planning 
agreements for the North County MSCP. Furthermore, the Water Authority is not subject to local 
land use plans, policies, and ordinances, per California Government Code Section 53091(d) and 
(e). Therefore, there would be no impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative with respect to 
conflicts with the North County MSCP. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would not be subject to, nor conflict with, the policies and 
provisions of any local or regional HCP or NCCP, including the future North County MSCP. 
Therefore, there would be no impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative. 
 
4.6.3.3 Mitigation Measures 
 
Refer to the beginning of Section 3.6.3.3 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this 
EIR/EIS for a discussion of the requirements associated with development of Interim Mitigation 
Management, Habitat Management, Restoration Plans, and Negotiated Mitigation Ratios for 
applicable mitigation measures. 
 
M/BR 1-1 Permanent Impacts to Riparian and Wetland Communities and Unvegetated 

Waters of the State (Impact M/BR 1). Direct permanent impacts to CDFG-defined 
riparian and wetlands habitats and unvegetated waters of the State, including 
wetlands under the CDFG regulatory authority that would require a Streambed 
Alteration Agreement, will be mitigated through creation, restoration, 
enhancement, and conservation and management of riparian and wetlands habitats 
as negotiated with the regulatory agencies. The Water Authority is proposing to 
mitigate wetland impacts to Coastal/Valley Freshwater Marsh and Mule Fat Scrub 
at a ratio of 2:1, and Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest, Southern 
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Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest, and Southern Willow Scrub at a ratio of 3:1. 
Mitigation installed in advance of the impacts will avoid or minimize the temporal 
loss of habitat and may reduce the mitigation ratios; this could potentially reduce 
the wetlands mitigation acreage requirement for habitat with mitigation ratios 
greater than 1:1. Due to the lack of currently permitted mitigation banks, detailed 
mitigation requirements will be identified in the final resource agency permits 
and, if available, wetland mitigation bank credits may be used to satisfy riparian 
and wetlands permit requirements. Mitigation sites will be secured prior to the 
project impacts. 

 
M/BR 2-1 Temporary Impacts to Riparian and Wetland Communities and Unvegetated 

Waters of the State  (Impact M/BR 2). Direct temporary impacts to 
CDFG-defined riparian and wetlands habitats and unvegetated waters of the State 
will be mitigated through revegetation/ restoration/enhancement. All temporarily 
impacted riparian areas and wetlands will have the topsoil stockpiled, be 
re-contoured, have the topsoil re-applied, and be revegetated through planting, 
cuttings and/or seeding with the appropriate species, density and diversity 
reflective of high functioning habitat within the Moosa 100K study area to restore 
lost functions. Restoration will yield the same amount of Corps jurisdictional 
habitat as impacted by the Moosa 100K Alternative. If they do not, then 
additional Corps jurisdictional wetlands will be created within the mitigation area 
discussed in Mitigation Measure M/BR 1-1 above. 

 
M/BR 3-1 Permanent Impact to Coastal Sage Scrub and Coastal Sage-Chaparral Scrub 

Community (Impact M/BR 3). Refer to Mitigation Measure SV/BR 3-1 in Section 
3.6.3.3 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS. 

 
M/BR 4-1 Permanent Impacts to Valley Needlegrass Grassland (Impact M/BR 4). Direct 

permanent impacts to perennial grassland will be mitigated off site at a 3:1 ratio 
using mitigation credits from the Water Authority’s conservation banks (e.g., San 
Miguel Conservation Bank) or other conservation banks approved by the 
regulatory agencies. Prior to commencing any activities that would impact valley 
needlegrass grassland, the Water Authority will obtain USFWS/CDFG approval 
pursuant to the provisions of the conservation banking agreement for use of 
credits at one or more upland mitigation banks. 

 
M/BR 5-1 Permanent Impacts to Coast Live Oak Woodland (Impact M/BR 5). Mitigation 

for direct permanent impacts to Coast Live Oak woodland will occur at a ratio of 
2:1, through off-site mitigation at an approved mitigation area through the 
preservation and management and/or purchase of Coast Live Oak woodlands 
mitigation credits. 

 
M/BR 6-1 Permanent Impacts to Open Engelmann Oak Woodland (Impact M/BR 6). 

Mitigation for direct permanent impacts to Engelmann oak woodland will occur at 
a ratio of 2:1 within an off-site mitigation area consisting of preservation and 
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management and/or purchase of Engelmann oak woodland mitigation credits at an 
approved conservation bank (e.g. Daley Ranch Conservation Bank). Out-of-kind 
mitigation may occur if the substituted vegetation community is an equivalent or 
higher tier, and that at least a ratio of 1:1 of the 2:1 ratio is Engelmann oak 
woodland. Examples of equal or higher tiered vegetation communities are as 
follows, Coast Live oak woodland, Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest, and 
Southern Cottonwood-willow riparian forest. The mitigation site selected will be 
identified as a pre-approved mitigation area, or multi-habitat planning area, or 
equivalent designation in an approved or draft Subregional Plan or Subarea plan. 
If the mitigation does not occur in an area with such a designation, the mitigation 
ratio will be 3:1. 

 
M/BR 7-1 Temporary Impacts to Coastal Sage Scrub and Coastal Sage-Chaparral Scrub 

(Impact M/BR 7). Direct temporary impacts to coastal sage scrub and coastal 
sage-chaparral scrub will be mitigated through on-site revegetation. Coastal sage 
scrub and coastal sage-chaparral scrub will be revegetated with a coastal sage 
scrub seed mix reflective of species within the Moosa 100K study area. Prior to 
commencing any activities that would impact coastal sage scrub habitat, a final 
coastal sage scrub/upland revegetation plan will be prepared by an 
experienced/qualified restoration ecologist-biologist to the satisfaction of the 
Water Authority and USFWS. The plan will address revegetation specifications, 
species composition and density, and success criteria, and included in the final 
construction documents. 

 
M/BR 8-1 Temporary Impacts to Coast Live Oak Woodland (Impact M/BR 8). Mitigation 

for direct temporary impacts to Coast Live Oak woodland will occur at a ratio of 
1:1, consisting of on-site restoration. A restoration plan will be prepared by an 
experienced restoration ecologist-biologist to the satisfaction of the Water 
Authority. 

 
M/BR 9-1 Permanent Impacts to Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters and 

Unvegetated Waters of the U.S. (Impact M/BR 9). Direct permanent impacts to 
wetlands/vegetated waters under Corps jurisdiction will be mitigated through off-
site wetland creation, preservation and management, restoration, and/or 
enhancement at an approved location at a ratio negotiated with the Corps, but not 
less than 1:1. The Water Authority is proposing to mitigate wetland/vegetated 
waters impacts to Coastal/Valley Freshwater Marsh and Mule Fat scrub at a ratio 
of 2:1, and Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest, Southern Cottonwood-
Willow Riparian Forest, Southern Willow Scrub at a ratio of 3:1. 

 
Mitigation installed in advance of the impact will avoid or minimize the temporal 
loss of habitat and could potentially reduce the Corps’ required mitigation ratio, if 
that ratio was proposed to be greater than 1:1. Mitigation sites will be secured 
prior to the project impacts. 
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Impacts to Corps-regulated unvegetated waters are considered self-mitigating 
because the amount of open water and lakeshore fringe associated with Moosa 
Reservoir will be increased after project completion. 

 
M/BR 10-1 Temporary Impacts to Corps-Regulated Wetlands/Vegetated Waters and 

Unvegetated Waters of the U.S. (Impact M/BR 10). Direct temporary impacts to 
wetland communities will be mitigated through on-site revegetation of wetland 
communities representative of the communities impacted by the Moosa 100K 
Alternative, as specified in Mitigation Measure M/BR 2-1. 

 
M/BR 11-1 Permanent Impacts to the Federally Threatened California Gnatcatcher (Impact 

M/BR 11). Prior to the start of construction, a qualified biologist will conduct 
focused surveys for this species. Direct permanent impacts to the federally 
threatened California gnatcatcher will require consultation under Section 7 of the 
ESA, and will be mitigated off site at a 1:1 ratio, as specified in Mitigation 
Measure SV/BR 3-1 in Section 3.6.3.3 (Biological Resources for the Proposed 
Action) of this EIR/EIS. 

 
M/BR 12-1 Temporary Impacts to the Federally Threatened California Gnatcatcher (Impact 

M/BR 12). Refer to Mitigation Measure SV/BR 11-1 in Section 3.6.3.3 
(Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS. 

 
M/BR 13-1 Temporary Noise Impacts to the Federally Threatened California Gnatcatcher 

(Impact M/BR 13). Refer to Mitigation Measure SV/BR 12-1 in Section 3.6.3.3 
(Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS. 

 
M/BR 14-1 Permanent Impacts to the Federally and State Endangered Least Bell’s Vireo 

(Impact M/BR 14). Prior to the start of construction, a qualified biologist will 
conduct focused surveys for this species. If it is determined that this species 
occupies suitable habitat within the Moosa 100K footprint, the direct permanent 
impacts to the federally and state endangered least Bell’s vireo will require 
consultation under Section 7 of the ESA, and will be mitigated off site at a 
minimum of a 1:1 ratio, as specified in Mitigation Measure SV/BR 13-1 in 
Section 3.6.3.3 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS. 

 
M/BR 15-1 Temporary Impacts to the Federally and State Endangered Least Bell’s Vireo 

(Impact M/BR 15). Refer to Mitigation Measure M/BR 2-1. 
 
M/BR 16-1 Indirect Noise Impacts to the Federally and State Endangered Least Bell’s Vireo 

(Impact M/BR 16). Indirect construction-related noise impacts to the least Bell’s 
vireo will be mitigated by the following program: 

 
• Focused surveys. Once the site is cleared of vegetation and as long as 

construction activities begin prior to the breeding season, as specified in 
Mitigation Measure SV/BR 13-1, work that has commenced prior to the 
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breeding season will be allowed to continue without interruption. If least 
Bell’s vireo move into an area within 500 feet of ongoing construction noise 
levels and attempt to nest, then it can be deduced that the noise is not great 
enough to discourage least Bell’s vireo nesting activities. If work begins prior 
to the breeding season, the contractor(s) should maintain continuous 
construction activities next to the adjacent riparian habitat that falls within 500 
feet, until the work is completed. However, if clearing/grubbing, vegetation 
removal or construction activities are scheduled to begin during the least 
Bell’s vireo breeding season, then updated pre-construction surveys are 
necessary as specified in Mitigation Measure SV/BR 13-1. In addition, if 
these activities are initiated prior to, and extend into, the breeding season, but 
they cease for a period longer than three weeks and the contractor wishes to 
restart work within the breeding season window, then updated pre-
construction least Bell’s vireo surveys are also necessary. If these surveys 
indicate no nesting birds occur within the riparian habitat that falls within 
500 feet of the proposed work, then the adjacent construction activities will be 
allowed to commence. However, if the birds are observed nesting within these 
areas, then the adjacent construction activities will be postponed until all 
nesting has ceased or until after August 31. 

• Continuous construction. All work within the approved construction limits 
and within 500 feet of riparian habitat will proceed in a continuous manner to 
minimize the duration of indirect impacts. Construction traffic will be allowed 
to traverse occupied breeding habitat areas only if access routes have been 
established prior to the breeding season. 

• Monitoring. During construction, a biologist certified by USFWS will conduct 
weekly monitoring for the presence of the least Bell’s vireo and vireo nests in 
areas adjacent to the approved construction limits. 

 
M/BR 17-1 Potential Permanent and Temporary Impacts to the Federally and State 

Endangered San Diego Thornmint (Impact M/BR 17). Prior to the start of 
construction, a qualified biologist will conduct a rare plant survey. If it is 
determined that this species occurs within the Moosa 100K footprint, the direct 
permanent impacts to the federally and state endangered San Diego thornmint will 
require consultation under Section 7 of the ESA and under Section 2080.1/2081 
of the Fish and Game Code, the Water Authority will obtain a consistency 
determination (Fish and Game Code 2080.1) or an incidental take permit from 
CDFG, and impacts will be mitigated according to negotiations with the USFWS 
and CDFG. Mitigation will occur through habitat acquisition or restoration to be 
coordinated with other public agencies and landowners in accordance with 
CDFG’s standard to “fully mitigate” (Fish and Game Code 2081(b)(2)). 
Depending on the number of individuals impacted, and the location relative to 
other populations, a mitigation ratio of 1:1 to 3:1 may be applied. 

 
 If temporary impacts to the federally and state endangered San Diego thornmint 

are unavoidable, mitigation will occur through on-site revegetation of the habitat 
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in which the species occurs (i.e., coastal sage scrub) at a minimum 1:1 ratio, as 
specified in Mitigation Measure M/BR 7-1. 

 
M/BR 18-1 Potential Permanent and Temporary Impacts to the Federally Endangered Quino 

Checkerspot Butterfly and Habitat (Impact M/BR 18). Prior to the start of 
construction, a qualified biologist will conduct a USFWS protocol-level habitat 
assessment for this species. If it is determined that suitable habitat exists on site, 
then focused Quino checkerspot surveys will be conducted within identified 
suitable habitat. If this species occupies suitable habitat within the Moosa 100K 
footprint, the direct permanent impacts to the federally endangered Quino 
checkerspot butterfly will require consultation under Section 7 of the ESA, and 
will be mitigated according to negotiations with the USFWS, including habitat 
preservation, enhancement, reintroduction, and/or creation. 

 
 If temporary impacts to the federally endangered Quino checkerspot butterfly 

habitat are unavoidable, mitigation will occur through on-site revegetation of the 
habitat in which the species occurs (i.e., coastal sage scrub) by including the seeds 
of known host and nectar plant species in the revegetation seed mixture at a 1:1 
ratio, as specified in Mitigation Measure M/BR 5-1. 

 
M/BR 19-1 Potential Permanent and Temporary Impacts to the Federally Endangered and 

State Threatened Stephen’s Kangaroo Rat (Impact M/BR 19). Prior to the start of 
construction, a qualified biologist will conduct a survey to determine if the 
species is with in the Moosa 100K footprint. If it is determined that this species 
occurs within the Moosa 100K footprint, the permanent and temporary direct 
impacts to the federally endangered and state threatened Stephen’s Kangaroo Rat 
will require consultation under Section 7 of the ESA and under Section 
2080.1/2081 of the Fish and Game Code, the Water Authority will obtain a 
consistency determination (Fish and Game Code 2080.1) or an incidental take 
permit from CDFG, and impacts will be mitigated according to negotiations with 
the USFWS and CDFG. Mitigation will occur through habitat acquisition or 
restoration in accordance with CDFG’s standard to “fully mitigate” (Fish and 
Game Code 2081(b)(2)). 

 
M/BR 20-1 Permanent Impacts to Southern Tarplant (Impact M/BR 20). Mitigation for direct 

permanent impacts to southern tarplant will occur in suitable off-site habitat (i.e. 
margins of wetlands and grasslands) used for the mitigation of impacts to 
grasslands and wetlands that is required for permanent impacts to these habitats 
(Mitigation Measures SV/BR 1-1, 4-1, and 9-1). If no tarplant-occupied habitat is 
available for mitigation, reintroduction of plants to appropriate areas will occur as 
described below and as determined by the Water Authority in consultation with 
CDFG: 
 
• Prior to impacts, collect seed and topsoil, and establish a one-year seed 

propagation program. 
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• Reintroduce the seed into suitable habitat. 

• Monitor the mitigation sites for two years after seeding to determine seedling 
survival/density, phenology, and species reproductive capabilities. 

• File an informational report on both the seed reproduction and field 
monitoring aspects of the reintroduction program with the CDFG Rare Plant 
Program for use in future mitigation of this species. 

• Prior to commencing any activities that would impact southern tarplant, a final 
Southern Tarplant Restoration Plan will be prepared by an experienced/ 
qualified restoration ecologist-botanist to the satisfaction of the Water 
Authority and CDFG. 

 
M/BR 21-1 Permanent and Temporary Impacts to Southwestern Pond Turtle (Impact M/BR 

21). Prior to construction activities, the Moosa 100K footprint will be surveyed for 
southwestern pond turtle (Clemmys marmorata) by a qualified on-site biologist. 
Surveyed areas are to include lakes, ponds, all streams and drainages that contain 
standing water. If southwestern pond turtles are present, a pond turtle specialist will 
submit a Pond Turtle Mitigation Plan to the Water Authority and CDFG, and it will 
include complete avoidance measures for review and approval by the Water 
Authority and CDFG, prior to project initiation. Mitigation measures will be 
dependent on the number of individuals impacted, and may range from capturing and 
releasing individuals into viable habitat, to acquiring property where a pond with 
sufficient size and depth can be restored or created and that is also adjacent upland 
nesting areas to support a relocated metapopulation, together with a pond turtle 
management plan. 

 
M/BR 22-1 Permanent Impacts to Moosa Canyon Regional Wildlife Corridor (Impact M/BR 

22). Temporary impacts to wildlife movements through Moosa Canyon regional 
wildlife corridor will be minimized by altering pipeline routes and associated 
facilities to avoid the main corridor. In addition, implementation of the following 
project design features will be implemented to avoid and minimize impacts: 
 
• minimize nighttime activity and lighting 
• minimize noise levels below 60 dBA Leq 
• provide 50-foot-wide gaps in construction fencing where it crosses 

perpendicular to the main corridor to allow wildlife movement through these 
areas. 

 
 Extensive wildlife movement studies (e.g., roadkill and movement studies using 

such methods as track plates, infra-red cameras and surveys of tracking transects) 
will be performed by experienced biologists to determine the possibility of 
shifting wildlife movement around Moosa Reservoir. If feasible as determined by 
wildlife movement studies, mitigation for permanent impacts to the Moosa 
Canyon regional wildlife corridor will require establishing a setback from the 
inundation area to allow movement around the south side of the reservoir. This 
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setback will be a minimum of 750 feet in width and will be free of obstructions 
(e.g., roads, fences, development, lack of cover, etc.) to wildlife movement. 
Maintenance of right-of-ways associated with the relocated electrical transmission 
line will be integrated into the open space setback to the extent practicable. The 
setback will be free of human recreational activity and disturbance at night. A 
program will be established to reintroduce native vegetation to provide wildlife 
cover in those areas that have been disturbed or converted to agriculture. If it is 
determined that wildlife movement cannot be facilitated within the setback or that 
restoration of the setback is infeasible, this impact would be unmitigable and 
require a Statement of Overriding Considerations. 

 
4.6.3.4 Residual Impacts after Mitigation 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would permanently block the movement of native resident and 
migratory wildlife species through the Moosa Canyon regional wildlife corridor, but temporary 
and indirect impacts of construction activities on local wildlife movement would be reduced 
through implementation of the General Conditions and Standard Specifications in Section 1.9.3 
(Introduction, Biological Resources) of this EIR/EIS and the project design features listed in 
Section 3.6.2 (Biological Resources for the Proposed Action) of this EIR/EIS. 
 
Regional wildlife movement through Moosa Canyon would be permanently impacted by the 
Moosa 100K Alternative (Impact M/BR 22). This significant impact is likely unmitigable. 
Therefore, the Moosa 100K Alternative would result in residual impacts after implementation of 
project design features and mitigation measures; a Statement of Overriding Considerations 
would be required for approval of this alternative. 
 
4.6.4 Cumulative Effects 
 
4.6.4.1 Other CIP Projects 
 
As described in Section 4.2 (Cumulative Projects) of this EIR/EIS, it was determined that 
Hubbard Hill Flow Regulatory Structure, North County Distribution Pipeline Flow Regulatory 
Structure, and Second Crossover Pipeline are the only CIP projects with the potential to 
contribute to cumulative impacts when combined with the Moosa 100K Alternative. The PEIR 
for the Regional Water Facilities Master Plan concluded that construction of these and other CIP 
projects could result in cumulative impacts to biological resources. Such impacts include loss of 
vegetation communities, sensitive vegetation communities and habitats, wildlife and plants; 
disturbance to special status species; and impacts to Corps and CDFG jurisdictional resources. 
Because sensitive biological resources are regulated by the USFWS, CDFG, Corps and other 
agencies, potential impacts resulting from the CIP projects would require consultation with 
responsible agencies and implementation of mitigation measures. This process takes into account 
the cumulative nature of impacts to biological resources through loss of habitat, severance of 
wildlife corridors, and disturbance by human activities. Implementation of mitigation measures 
for impacts to biological resources would be required for each CIP project as a condition of 
approval. Therefore, the significant cumulative impacts to biological resources from the Hubbard 
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Hill Flow Regulatory Structure, North County Distribution Pipeline Flow Regulatory Structure, 
and Second Crossover Pipeline CIP projects would be mitigated. This conclusion is incorporated 
into the cumulative biological resources analyses in Section 4.6.4.2 below. 
 
4.6.4.2  Other Planned Projects with CIP Projects 
 
This section evaluates the cumulative biological resources impacts of the Moosa 100K 
Alternative when considered in conjunction with the other planned projects listed in Table 4.2-1 
(Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this EIR/EIS), and incorporates the cumulative biological 
resources impacts associated with the Hubbard Hill Flow Regulatory Structure, North County 
Distribution Pipeline Flow Regulatory Structure, and Second Crossover Pipeline CIP projects 
described in Section 4.6.4.1 above. The following cumulative biological resources analysis 
addresses each of the five significance thresholds listed in Section 4.6.3 above. 
 
Cumulative Threshold 1: Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat, submerged 
aquatic vegetation, or other sensitive natural communities identified in policies or regulations 
by the CDFG or USFWS. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would result in significant, direct (permanent) impacts to riparian 
and wetlands (including CDFG-defined wetlands and unvegetated waters of the State), coastal 
sage scrub and coastal sage-chaparral scrub community , , valley needlegrass grassland, coast 
live oak woodland, and Engelmann oak woodland habitats. Although these impacts would be 
mitigated via mitigation bank credits, off-site habitat creation and/or restoration/enhancement, 
and preservation (riparian/wetlands, including perennial/seasonal pond); upland mitigation bank 
credits (coastal sage scrub, coastal sage-chaparral scrub community, and valley needlegrass 
grassland); and off-site acquisition of conserved habitat (coast live oak woodland and Engelmann 
oak woodland), there would remain a permanent loss of these resources within the Moosa Creek 
watershed. 
 
Under the “worst-case” assumption that all of the cumulative projects in the vicinity of the 
Moosa 100K Alternative (refer to Table 4.2-1 located in Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of 
this EIR/EIS) would be constructed within the same timeframe as the Moosa 100K Alternative, 
the following projects would contribute to the cumulative losses of riparian/wetlands (including 
CDFG-defined wetlands and unvegetated waters of the State), coastal sage scrub and coast live 
oak woodland habitats within the cumulative impact study area (refer to Figure 4.2-1 located in 
Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this EIR/EIS): TM4678, TM4754, TM4793, TM4957, 
TM5001, TM5129, TM5173, TM5177, TM 5211, TM5308, TM5359, GPA04-012, and 
TM5385. None of the cumulative projects in the vicinity of the Moosa 100K Alternative would 
contribute to the cumulative loss of valley needlegrass grassland and Engelmann oak woodland 
habitats. However, due to their rarity, any permanent loss of valley needlegrass grassland, and 
Engelmann oak woodland would be cumulatively considerable. Therefore, cumulative impacts to 
riparian/wetlands (including CDFG-defined wetlands and unvegetated waters of the State) 
(Impact M/BR 1C), coastal sage scrub and coastal sage-chaparral scrub community (Impact 
M/BR 3C), valley needlegrass grassland (Impact M/BR 4C), coast live oak woodland (Impact 
M/BR 5C), Engelmann oak woodland (Impact M/BR 6C) due to the Moosa 100K Alternative, 
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when combined with similar impacts from the CIP projects listed in Section 4.6.4.1 above and 
other planned cumulative projects listed in Table 4.2-1 (Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this 
EIR/EIS), would be significant. 
 
Cumulative Threshold 2: Have a substantial adverse effect on Corps-jurisdictional waters of 
the U.S., including wetlands, as defined by Section 404 of the CWA through direct or indirect 
removal, filling, inundation, hydrological interruption, or other means. 
 
Although these impacts would be mitigated via off-site habitat creation, which may result in a 
net gain of riparian/wetlands in the region, there would remain a permanent loss of these 
resources within the Moosa Creek watershed. Under the “worst-case” assumption that all of the 
cumulative projects in the vicinity of the Moosa 100K Alternative (refer to Table 4.2-1, Section 
4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this EIR/EIS) would be constructed within the same timeframe as 
the Moosa 100K Alternative, the following projects would contribute to the cumulative losses of 
Corps-regulated wetlands/vegetated waters and unvegetated waters of the U.S. within the 
cumulative impact study area (refer to Figure 4.2-1, Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this 
EIR/EIS): TM4793, TM5001, TM5173, TM5177, and GPA04-012. Therefore, cumulative 
impacts to Corps-regulated wetlands/vegetated waters and unvegetated waters of the U.S. due to 
the Moosa 100K Alternative, when combined with similar impacts from the CIP projects listed 
in Section 4.6.4.1 above and other planned cumulative projects listed in Table 4.2-1 (Section 4.2 
[Cumulative Projects] of this EIR/EIS), would be significant (Impact M/BR 9C). 
 
Cumulative Threshold 3: Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly (e.g., habitat loss) 
or indirectly (e.g., noise effects on wildlife) through habitat modifications, on any species 
identified or published as an endangered, threatened, rare, candidate, sensitive, or special-
status species by CDFG or USFWS, and meets the definition of Section 15380 (b), (c) or (d) of 
the CEQA guidelines. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would result in significant, direct permanent impacts to the 
following sensitive species: the federally and state endangered San Diego thornmint, southern 
tarplant, the federally endangered Quino checkerspot butterfly (if determined to be present at the 
site), southwestern pond turtle, the federally threatened California gnatcatcher, the federally and 
state endangered least Bell’s vireo, and the federally endangered and state threatened Stephen’s 
kangaroo rat (if determined to be present at the site). These impacts would be mitigated via on-
site or off-site preservation, enhancement, and/or creation of habitats for San Diego thornmint, 
Steven’s kangaroo rat, and Quino checkerspot butterfly; off-site acquisition of conserved habitat 
containing southern tarplant; upland mitigation bank credits for California gnatcatcher; 
avoidance and/or relocation of and southwestern pond turtle; and off-site creation of suitable 
least Bell’s vireo riparian habitat and/or off-site acquisition of documented occupied vireo 
habitat. 
 
Under the “worst-case” assumption that all of the cumulative projects in the vicinity of the 
Moosa 100K Alternative (refer to Table 4.2-1, Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this 
EIR/EIS) would be constructed within the same timeframe as the Moosa 100K Alternative, the 
following projects would contribute to the cumulative loss of the federally endangered Quino 
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checkerspot butterfly, the federally threatened California gnatcatcher, and the federally and state 
endangered least Bell’s vireo within the cumulative impact study area (refer to Figure 4.2-1, 
Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this EIR/EIS): TM4754, TM4957, TM5129, TM5173, 
TM5177, TM5359, and GPA04-012. Although none of the cumulative projects in the vicinity of 
the Moosa 100K Alternative would contribute to cumulative impacts to the federally and state 
endangered San Diego thornmint, southern tarplant, southwestern pond turtle, and the federally 
endangered and state threatened Stephen’s kangaroo rat, the Moosa 100K Alternative would 
include cumulative habitat loss and degradation, and impacts to these species would be 
cumulatively considerable Therefore, cumulative impacts to the federally threatened California 
gnatcatcher (Impact M/BR 11C); the federally and state endangered least Bell’s vireo (Impact 
M/BR 14C); the federally and state endangered San Diego thornmint (Impact M/BR 17C); the 
federally endangered Quino checkerspot butterfly (Impact M/BR 18C); the federally endangered 
and state threatened Stephen’s kangaroo rat (Impact M/BR 19C); the southern tarplant (Impact 
M/BR 20C); and southwestern pond turtle (Impact M/BR 21C) due to the Moosa 100K 
Alternative, when combined with similar impacts from the CIP projects listed in Section 4.6.4.1 
above and other planned cumulative projects listed in Table 4.2-1 (Section 4.2 [Cumulative 
Projects] of this EIR/EIS), would be significant. 
 
Direct (permanent) impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative to the following sensitive species 
would be less than significant: Fish’s milkwort, summer holly, wart-stemmed ceanothus, coast 
horned lizard, Coronado Island skink, orange-throated whiptail, red diamond rattlesnake, two-
striped garter snake, Cooper’s hawk, the state fully protected golden eagle, loggerhead shrike, 
northern harrier, rufous-crowned sparrow, the state fully protected white-tailed kite, yellow 
warbler, Dulzura pocket mouse, and San Diego desert wood rat. Although direct impacts to these 
species are not significant, the incremental contribution of the Moosa 100K Alternative to 
cumulative impacts to one or more of these species could be significant if the combined impacts 
from this alternative and the cumulative projects would affect: (1) a major population or 
subpopulation of a species that would result in the regional decline of this species; or (2) a 
relatively large number of individuals within a population that is considered rare or declining. 
 
Under the “worst-case” assumption that all of the cumulative projects in the vicinity of the 
Moosa 100K Alternative (refer to Table 4.2-1, Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this 
EIR/EIS) would be constructed within the same timeframe as the Moosa 100K Alternative, the 
following projects would contribute to the cumulative losses of orange-throated whiptail, 
Cooper’s hawk, the state fully protected white-tailed kite, and Dulzura pocket mouse within the 
cumulative impact study area (refer to Figure 4.2-1, Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this 
EIR/EIS): TM4793, TM4957, TM5129, TM5308, TM5359, and GPA04-012. None of the 
cumulative projects in the vicinity of the Moosa 100K Alternative would contribute to 
cumulative impacts to the remaining sensitive species listed in the paragraph above. Impacts to 
these species would not be cumulatively considerable for the following reasons: (1) a relatively 
small number of non-listed individuals would be impacted; (2) populations with a larger number 
of individuals are abundant in the region; (3) recovery and conservation efforts are documented 
to adequately conserve the species or habitat, and impacts would not affect the recovery or 
conservation of this species or habitat; and (4) the species or habitat is locally common and fairly 
abundant in the region. Therefore, cumulative impacts to orange-throated whiptail, Cooper’s 
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hawk, the state fully protected white-tailed kite, and Dulzura pocket mouse due to the Moosa 
100K Alternative, when combined with similar impacts from the CIP projects listed in Section 
4.6.4.1 above and other planned cumulative projects listed in Table 4.2-1 (Section 4.2 
[Cumulative Projects] of this EIR/EIS), would be less than significant. 
 
Cumulative Threshold 4: Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or 
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife 
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would result in a significant, unmitigable impact to the Moosa 
Canyon regional wildlife corridor. Under the “worst-case” assumption that all of the cumulative 
projects in the vicinity of the Moosa 100K Alternative (refer to Table 4.2-1, Section 4.2 
[Cumulative Projects] of this EIR/EIS) would be constructed within the same timeframe as the 
Moosa 100K Alternative, the following projects would contribute to this significant cumulative 
impact: TM4793, TM5173, TM5308, TM5359, TM5385 and GPA04-012. Therefore, cumulative 
impacts to wildlife corridor movements due to the Moosa 100K Alternative, when combined 
with similar impacts from the CIP projects listed in Section 4.6.4.1 above and other planned 
cumulative projects listed in Table 4.2-1 (Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this EIR/EIS), 
would be significant (Impact M/BR 22C). 
 
Cumulative Threshold 5: Substantially conflict with the policies and provisions of an adopted 
local or regional HCP/NCCP for the area where the project is located, or with any of these 
plans’ efforts to conserve covered species. 
 
The Moosa 100K footprint does not occur within the boundaries of any adopted HCP or NCCP 
plans. The development of the North County MSCP is currently in process; the Moosa 100K 
footprint occurs within this planning area. However, the Water Authority is not a participant in 
the future planning agreements for the North County MSCP. Furthermore, the Water Authority is 
not subject to local land use plans, policies, and ordinances, per California Government Code 
Section 53091(d) and (e). Therefore, there would be no cumulative impacts of the Moosa 100K 
Alternative with respect to conflicts with the provisions of an adopted HCP or NCCP. 
 
When combined with cumulative impacts from the CIP projects listed in Section 4.6.4.1 above 
and other planned cumulative projects listed in Table 4.2-1 (Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] 
of this EIR/EIS), the contribution of the Moosa 100K Alternative to the following cumulative 
impacts would be considerable: riparian/wetlands (including CDFG-defined wetlands and 
unvegetated waters of the State) (Impact M/BR 1C); coastal sage scrub and coastal sage-
chaparral scrub community (Impact M/BR 3C); valley needlegrass grassland (Impact M/BR 
4C); coast live oak woodland (Impact M/BR 5C); and Engelmann oak woodland (Impact M/BR 
6C) habitats; Corps-regulated wetlands/vegetated waters and unvegetated waters of the U.S. 
(Impact M/BR 9C); the federally threatened California gnatcatcher (Impact M/BR 11C); the 
federally and state endangered least Bell’s vireo (Impact M/BR 14C); the federally and state 
endangered San Diego thornmint (if determined to be present) (Impact M/BR 17C); the 
federally endangered Quino checkerspot butterfly (if determined to be present) (Impact M/BR 
18C); the federally endangered and state threatened Stephen’s kangaroo rat (if determined to be 
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present) (Impact M/BR 19C); southern tarplant (Impact M/BR 20C); and the southwestern 
pond turtle (Impact M/BR 21C). Therefore, cumulative impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative 
would be significant. 
 
Implementation of Mitigation Measures M/BR 1-1, M/BR 9-1, M/BR 14-1, M/BR 19-1, and 
M/BR 21-1 would reduce the cumulative impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative to 
riparian/wetlands (including CDFG-defined wetlands and unvegetated waters of the State), 
Corps-regulated wetlands/vegetated waters and unvegetated waters of the U.S., the federally and 
state endangered least Bell’s vireo, the federally endangered and state threatened Stephen’s 
kangaroo rat, and the southwestern pond turtle to a level considered less than significant. 
Implementation of Mitigation Measures M/BR 3-1 through 6-1, M/BR 11-1, M/BR 17-1, M/BR 
18-1, and M/BR 20-1 would reduce the cumulative impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative to 
coastal sage scrub, coastal sage-chaparral scrub community, valley needlegrass grassland, 
coast live oak woodland, Engelmann oak woodland, the federally threatened California 
gnatcatcher, the federally and state endangered San Diego thornmint, the federally endangered 
Quino checkerspot butterfly, and the southern tarplants to a level considered less than 
significant because the preservation and management of conserved upland (including 
gnatcatcher, Quino, and southern tarplant) habitats within an approved off-site mitigation bank 
would substantially contribute to: (1) the regional conservation strategy for these sensitive 
vegetation communities, habitats and species; and (2) the assembly of large-scale, ecosystem-
level preserve areas to facilitate NCCP and MSCP goals. 
 
When combined with cumulative impacts from the CIP projects listed in Section 4.6.4.1 above 
and other planned cumulative projects listed in Table 4.2-1 (Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] 
of this EIR/EIS), the contribution of the Moosa 100K Alternative to the following cumulative 
impacts would not be considerable: Fish’s milkwort, summer holly, wart-stemmed ceanothus, 
coast horned lizard, Coronado Island skink, orange-throated whiptail, red diamond rattlesnake, 
two-striped garter snake, Cooper’s hawk, the state fully protected golden eagle, loggerhead 
shrike, northern harrier, rufous-crowned sparrow, the state fully protected white-tailed kite, 
yellow warbler, Dulzura pocket mouse, San Diego desert wood rat. Therefore, cumulative 
impacts of the Moosa 100K Alternative would not be significant. 
 
The Moosa 100K Alternative would result in a significant cumulative impact to the Moosa Creek 
regional wildlife corridor (Impact M/BR 22C) in combination with cumulative impacts from the 
CIP projects listed in Section 4.6.4.1 above and other planned cumulative projects listed in 
Table 4.2-1 (Section 4.2 [Cumulative Projects] of this EIR/EIS). Even with proposed mitigation 
(Mitigation Measure M/BR 22-1), this significant cumulative impact may not be mitigable. Due 
to this uncertainty, a Statement of Overriding Considerations is required for approval of the 
Moosa 100K Alternative. 
 

 



VEGETATION COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE MOOSA 100K STUDY AREA FIGURE 4.6-1

Not to Scale

SOURCE: TAIC, 2007
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FIGURE 4.6-2JURISDICTIONAL WETLANDS AND WATERS WITHIN THE MOOSA 100K STUDY AREA

Not to ScaleSOURCE: TAIC, 2007

Note: Open water (existing reservoir) mapping not displayed.
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REGIONAL CONSERVATION AREAS/LAND OWNERSHIP

IN THE VICINITY OF THE MOOSA 100K ALTERNATIVE FIGURE 4.6-3

SOURCE: TAIC, 2007

No Scale
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IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE

RESERVOIR AREA OF THE MOOSA 100K FOOTPRINT FIGURE 4.6-4

SOURCE: TAIC, 2007

No Scale

Note: Open water (existing reservoir) mapping not displayed.
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IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE MOOSA PIPELINE FIGURE 4.6-5

SOURCE: TAIC, 2007

No Scale
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IMPACTS TO JURISDICTIONAL WETLANDS AND WATERS WITHIN THE RESERVOIR AREA OF THE MOOSA 100K FOOTPRINT FIGURE 4.6-6

SOURCE: TAIC, 2007

Not to Scale

Note: Open water (existing reservoir) mapping not displayed.
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IMPACTS TO JURISDICTIONAL WETLANDS AND WATERS WITHIN THE MOOSA PIPELINE FIGURE 4.6-7

SOURCE: TAIC, 2007

Not to Scale
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